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BEDFORD TOWN HALL - HISTORY REVITALIZED
"The Bedford Town Hall is a handsome structure standing at one end of (lie common, facing the Presbyterian
Church. The buildings which skirt each side of the common between these two are all historically interesting,
old, and well kept homes or town buildings most fitting to the image of a traditional New England village."
History of Bedford. New Hampshire 1737-1971.
In January, 1992, a representative of a
Boston Television Station called the Town
Office Building and relayed that he under-
stood Bedford had a building which epito-
mized the calendar photos of historic New
England. He was interested in doing a televi-
sion broadcast for the Presidential Primary
from such a site. He could only be asking
for our Town Hall.
The site of the Town Hall has historically
been the heart of Bedford since the siting of
the first Town House in 1755. The existing
building was completed in 1910 after a fire
destroyed the previous Town Hall. It was
designed by Chase Roy Whitcher (1876-
1940), a native of Lisbon, New Hampshire.
In his career , Whitcher designed over 300
buildings, many in New Hampshire, includ-
ing The Balsams Hotel at Dixville Notch.
Whitcher was paid $325.00 for the plans and
specifications. The total cost was $15,000.
In 1910, $8,000 was appropriated to enhance
the $5,000 insurance money for replacement
of the original building. Electricity was
added in 1915, and a telephone in 1921.
The Women's Club annual project in 1925
was " Sanitation in the Town Hall". In
1971, the Historical Society published a book
entitled " History of Bedford N.H. 1737-
1971", which related the following about the
structure's style and usage:
" The finished building is an imposing struc-
ture in the Greek Revival style, approximate-
ly 50x70 feet in size. There is a full base
ment, a kitchen, and an ample stage on the
second floor, with dressing rooms on each
side one flight up. A gallery runs across the
front, facing the stage; an attic covers the
entire top floor. The white frame building
faces west; a porch extends across the front,
four Doric columns supporting the porch
roof. Two small rooms lead off the vesti-
bule, to the right and left; one has been used
as the selectmen's office, the other since
World War II for a civilian defense first aid
room. Staircases on each side of the vesti-
bule lead to an upper landing."
During the time between the early 20' s and
1971, the Hall was also used as a place of
Sunday morning Catholic mass until the
erection of the Blessed Elizabeth Seton
Parish. During World War II , it became the
headquarters for the Medical Corp, a group
of volunteers trained to assist wounded in the
event of an attack. It was the meeting place
of the Narragasett Grange, The Men's Club
annual Harvest Fair, the Unity Club's Coun-
try Fair, the Women's Republican Club's
Lincoln Day Dinner, and the Craftworker's
Guild Spring Arts and Craft Sale.
The Town Hall has become an active meet-
ing and recreational center in the last few
years. In 1989, a committee was established
by the Bedford Town Council to seek
community support from organizations and
residents to participate in an effort to raise
money from the private sector so improve-
ments both outside and inside of the building
could be made.
A commemorative brick drive was undertak-
en, and the response was overwhelming.
Over $11,000 was generated by the sale of
bricks which now line the sidewalk as you
enter the Town Hall. The funds were used
to paint the outside of the building and re-
place the sinks in the kitchen.
Over the past two years over $46,000 dollars
worth of improvements have been put into
the Town Hall in order to revitalize it and
bring it up to existing fire and building
codes. Only $21,000 has been from Town
tax dollars.
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Karl Nobert coordinated the construction of a
handicapped ramp for his Eagle Scout
project. The Bedford Diamond Plus Square
Dancers donated services towards the new
bathroom on the first floor, and many Bed-
ford individuals and companies donated to
the commemorative brick fundraising
campaign.
lift
Other improvements include painting of the
first floor ceiling, refinishing the wood floors
on the first floor, improvements to the kitch-
en area and the addition of a small parking
area. With these improvements and the
support of the community, The Bedford
Town Hall is being used again by many
organizations and for special events. It has
again become an integral part of the history




THE BEDFORD TOWN HALL RESTORATION COMMITTEE
i Located in the beautiful
Historic District.
Great Views.
Easy access to shopping
and Town offices.








Help Restore OldTown Hall. . . BuyanEngravedBrickTODAY
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BUDGETARY TOWN MEETING
March 9, 1991, McKelvie School
The Budgetary Town Meeting was held on
Saturday, March 9, 1991. Present were
Councilors Paul Anderson, James Dias, Paul
Goldberg, John Miville, Edward Moran,
Richard Stonner, and Eugene Van Loan, Jr.
Also present was David Crawford, Town
Manager; Anthony Plante, Finance Director;
and Edith Schmidtchen, Town Clerk/Tax
Collector. There were between 200 and 250
people in the audience.
Town Moderator Earl Legacy opened the
meeting at 9:05 AM and led the Pledge of
Allegiance.
Representatives from Bedford VFW Post
8401 made presentations for outstanding
service to Police Department employees
Roland Latulippe and Joan Balenski and
Firemen Frank Fraitzl and Tom Bulcock.
Mr. Legacy gave a tribute to past Moderator
Eugene Van Loan, III for all his years of
service to the Town for which he received a
standing ovation.
Mr. Legacy went over the rules of procedure
for the meeting.
Council Chairman John Miville said this
budget is $200,000 less than the 1990 budget
and permits the same level of service and
hopefully enhances it. It will result in a
reduction on the Town tax rate by 4 to 5
cents from the 1990 rate.
ARTICLE 3 - To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-
Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to the
Conservation Fund as authorized by RSA 36-
A:5 to be used only for the acquisition in the
name of the Town of the fee or lesser inter-
est in conservation land and other costs
associated therewith for permanent conserva-
tion use. Said appropriated funds and state
matching funds may be expended by a major-
ity vote of the Town Council following a
majority vote and recommendation by the
Conservation Commission. (This article
submitted by petition).
Bill Whittaker, 50 Gage Road, moved the
article. Mr. Miville proposed an amendment
to strike "raise and appropriate" and insert
"authorize a sum equal to but not limited to
30% of the current use penalty assessments",
and to change "said appropriated funds" to
"said authorized funds"; motion seconded.
Mr. Miville said the Council does not want
to come out against future conservation land
acquisitions but felt that $25,000 was more
than they felt comfortable with, but the
Master Plan, Conservation Commission and
many citizens encouraged them to provide
for land to keep as open space. The Council
is not limited by this to putting more money
in the conservation fund but this provides a
compromise approach, and we do not have to
appropriate $25,000 out of tax money.
Rick Fortin, 39 Old Mill Road, asked how
much would have come into the fund this
past year and how much would be estimated
next year. Mrs. Schmidtchen said in 1990 it
was $120,000 but they have not collected it
all. Mr. Miville said this year we anticipate
$50,000 but there are several properties that
could produce more.
Sue Holstein, 33 Ministerial Branch, said
doing the percentage of current use is taking
a chance.
Richard Holstein, 33 Ministerial Branch,
asked about the principle of current use.
Mr. Miville explained.
Ann Hoffman, 64 Cider Mill Road, asked if
we vote on this does it change it forever or
do we have to vote again next year. Mr.
Miville said this would establish a tradition,
and the warrant would be inserted every
year. We are not binding the Town in future
years.
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Marjorie Peters, 3 Church Road, is in oppo-
sition to the amendment. She would like to
get the $25,000 up front. She feels this
encumbers receipts to the Town that could
decrease taxes.
Tom Riley, Chairman of Conservation
Commission, said the Conservation Commis-
sion voted strongly in support of this article
as written, but he feels the amendment is
good. He suggested leaving the $25,000
article in and reduce it by the funds raised by
current use.
Mr. Riley made a motion to leave the
article at $25,000 and reduce it by the
funds raised by current use.
Mr. Legacy asked him to wait until the
amendment on the floor was voted on before
getting to another amendment.
Roy Stewart, Hickory Lane, asked the
amount spent in the current year in excess of
the $25,000 that was appropriated. Mr.
Miville said there was an amount authorized
to be spent with the assumption of State
matching funds which would have resulted in
$170,000 for the eagle roost purchase.
However, we did not get the matching funds,
so the amount would be in the vicinity of
$80,000. Mr. Stewart said you overspent
the $25,000 by $55,000 so you are already
over the annual $25,000. Mr. Stewart
supports Mr. Miville' s position.
Susan Moore, 27 Bedford Center Road,
supports the idea of a percentage of current
use but believes with the economic condition
that this is a real gamble for this year. She
feels conservation land is so important. She
asked if we could leave it at $25,000 or 30%
of the current use whichever is greater.
Margaret Comiskey, Maple Drive, asked if
the $80,000 was actually spent from last
years budget. Mr. Dias said no. He said
there was a taxpayer who could not pay his
penalty, so we took the land. Mrs. Comis-
key asked if there is a certain amount of time
to reclaim that land. Mr. Dias said no.
Sue Holstein thinks the idea of 30% is excel-
lent but you do take chances, but she thinks
it is a risk worth taking.
Helen Evans, 270 Back River Road, supports
the concept of a percentage of current use.
She said there are not very many large open
spaces left.
Bill Whittaker is in favor of the amendment.
Mr. Legacy moved the question.
Vote on the amendment passed. Vote
on the article as amended passed.
ARTICLE 4 - To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate such sums of money
as may be necessary to defray Town charges
for the ensuing year.
General Fund
Sewer Fund
Police Contract Work Fund





Mr. Miville moved the budget at
$5,857,425; motion seconded.
Mr. Legacy went through each function
total.
400 - Boards & Commissions - $50,083
410 - Agencies & Activities - $113,286
Anna Van Loan, 316 Wallace Road, asked
what is included in the $20,000 for the Town
Hall. Mr. Miville said monies necessary to
operate including heat and lights. Also to
provide for moderate capital improvements
and seed money to get work done to enhance
the Town Hall and to construct handicapped
bathrooms on the main floor. Mrs. Van
Loan asked if the toilets are going to be in-
stalled or not. Mr. Miville said we are
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trying to get organizations to donate time and
materials so we can do it.
Regarding line 413, Roy Stewart suggested
that no one really knows how many people
ride the bus in and out of Bedford. He said
casual observation by Bedford Taxpayers'
Association members show very light rider-
ship. He suggested we leave this in but
require the MTA to do a study beginning
March 31 and tell us what we are buying for
$38,000. He said if we are getting a mini-
mum of 125 riders per day, we could contin-
ue the service, and if not, the Town Council
could reduce the schedule and half the subsi-
dy. Mr. Stewart thinks we are buying a pig
in a poke.
Mr. Miville said the Council has information
re gross ridership and has received letters
from companies in support of the bus for
their employees and the shoppers. The
Council received petitions from the elderly
who ride the bus. Mr. Stewart said employ-
ees are not coming to work every hour, and
it seems that some of the schedules that are
not being utilized could be reduced. Mr.
Stewart said the BTA will withdraw their
opposition if the Town Council will make
this study in the next 4 weeks. Mr. Legacy
said they would have to take that up with the
Council. Mr. Miville said the Council will
continue to look at it but do not want to
make it a date certain.
Robert Montgomery, 3 Glen Road, wants to
reduce the cost of living in Bedford. He
thinks the casual observation is not a reason
to reduce service when it is so necessary for
the businesses along Route 3. One driver
told him she brings 150 people per day to the
Mall including workers and shoppers. He
believes $38,000 is less than one cent per
day per person.
Tom Riley, Tiffany Lane, said they did the
addition to the Mall because this factor was
there and he strongly recommends it be
continued.
420 - Administration - $666,232
430 -Police -$1,328,641
440 - Fire - $659,793
Richard Mandeville, Hearthside Circle,
asked for clarification why YTD expended is
$680,242 and $659,793 is being recommend-
ed. What are we losing? Mr. Miville said
in the 1990 budget there was $35,000 appro-
priated for the lease purchase program for a
fire truck. This year we are not putting as
much in the fire truck capital reserve.
Tom Riley asked why we are reducing the
amount going in. Mr. Miville said the fund
is going to be built up in the next 6 to 7
years. He said if we do not overexpend, we
could add to the capital reserve. This year
$5,000 is designated to go into capital re-
serve.
Marjorie Peters asked if we are guaranteed
that the capital reserve will receive at least
$5,000. Mr. Miville said yes.
450 - Public Works - $1,510,874
460 - Health & Welfare - $50,780
470 - Recreation - $146,370
Ed Monty, 7 Old Farm Road, believes Brian
Ross has done an excellent job in running the
Department. Mr. Monty is pleased with
what he has offered. Mr. Monty runs the
square dance program in the Town Hall and
they are going to aid in taking care of the
bathrooms at the Town Hall. Also, at the
Memorial Day Parade, Mr. Monty will
provide the sound at the school, saving the
Town additional funds. He feels any change
in the budget to decrease this would be a
travesty to the Town.
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Anna Van Loan said she is a firm believer in
recreation but feels instead of looking at the
person we should look at the program. She
read the report and it sounds great but feels
the winter program attendance is low and
those programs can be gotten elsewhere.
She opposes trips to the Celtics, and hopes
they will look to see that we have more
programs which benefit more people in the
Town.
Jim Dias is on the Recreation Commission
and said they had 2,466 participants. He
said lessons and trips are all paid by the
participants. If we do not get the partici-
pants, the programs do not run. Mrs. Van
Loan said her figures came from the report
of the Recreation Director in the Town
Report.
480 -Library -$262,131
Richard Mandeville said the budget is less
than last year in books and does not reflect
the growth in use of the library and the need
to keep it updated.
Mr. Mandeville moved to amend the
budget to provide an additional
$5,000 to be added to the book col-
lection; motion seconded.
Frances Wiggin, 13 Bell Hill Road, Librar-
ian, said Department Heads responded to the
mandate to level fund, and the only way she
could do it was not to increase the book
acquisition. She said they have had a tre-
mendous increase in the library use and
books cost more. She said if we do not add
any books, we will be really going back-
ward.
Vote on motion to increase line 481
from $262,131 to $267,131 passed.
490 - Fixed & Other Charges - $384,000
Roy Stewart thinks the Town owes a vote of
thanks to the Town Council for the tremen-
dous job they have done in keeping the tax
rate level or less. He said the Governor has
signed the Retirement Bill so there will be a
reduction in the amount the Town has to
submit this year for the Police and Fire
Departments. Mr. Miville said this money
has already been taken out; he said it was
never put in.
Roy Stewart addressed the Contingency
Fund, and questions the wisdom of having
this in the budget. He asked if there was
some way to show what was expended. Mr.
Miville said we have the contingency be-
cause the departments do not pad the budget
for unknowns. It is a Town Council man-
agement device. Items it was used for this
year included $20,000 for Police radio
upgrade, $20,000 for welfare, $12,000 for
road salt, $31,000 for ledge work at the
Town Garage, and $6250 for a Forest Drive
Drainage Study. Mr. Miville said we al-
ready know of a $34,000 liability in legal
fees for the helicopter case which we will be
fighting.
Mr. Miville made a motion in line
499 to reduce from $90,000 to
$85,000; motion seconded.
Greg Joas, North Amherst Road, asked if we
vote on this motion does it preclude addition-
al discussion on contingency. Mr. Legacy
said no.
Joan Wood, 72 Hitching Post Lane, said the
book does not show any money expended.
Mr. Miville said when they move money
from contingency it moves into the depart-
ment designated.
Sue Holstein asked if you feel you only need
$85,000 now. Mr. Miville said yes. This is
a figure based on experience over the past 3
years. Mrs. Holstein said the Town just
voted they really wanted to give the Library
$5,000 and not to trade. Mr. Miville said he
is trying to keep the budget as presented.
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Tom Riley spent 14 years on the Budget
Committee with no contingency, but many
times the Selectmen had to come back and
ask for deficit appropriations. He is in
support of the contingency.
Mr. Legacy moved the question.
Vote on the motion to reduce line 499
from $90,000 to $85,000 passed.
Marjorie Peters said she is concerned over
the interest on short term debt. She wants to
footnote line 494 to allow only those charges
directly related to the short term borrowing
to be allowed against this account, and all
remaining funds in that account be lapsed to
reduce taxes. Mr. Legacy said he cannot
accept that. It is a procedure and not part of
the budget. He suggested this be discussed
with the Council.
Greg Joas said he thinks the Council has
done an excellent job. His concern is that he
would like to reduce the temptation to spend
money because it is there.
Mr. Joas moved to reduce contingen-
cy by $85,000 and return it to the
taxpayers;
Frances Wiggin opposes the motion. She
feels strongly about this fund and spoke in
support. She said the Departments have no
budget against emergency. She suggested
maybe the name of the fund should be
changed to "Rainy Day Fund." She said no
one can foresee the future.
Carole Lewis, Rundlett Hill Road, would
like to see the $85,000 maintained. She feels
we need to help the Town through its grow-
ing pains in the infancy of the new form of
government. She has a problem with the
accounting of the Town money and would
like a better idea of what our figures are.
Richard Como, 43 John Goffe Drive, moved
the question.
Vote on motion to reduce Contingen-
cy from $90,000 to $85,000 passed.
Vote on motion to reduce Contingen-
cy from $85,000 to zero failed.
Total Other Funds - $685,235
Mr. Miville said these are the traditional
enterprise funds. This is money generated
by these activities and is in and out.
This does not affect the tax rate. Mr.
Legacy said this is part of the budget that
was moved earlier.
Richard Holstein asked if 650 Solid Waste
includes recycling. Yes. Mr. Holstein
asked that it be publicized better. Mr. Mi-
ville said the committee is getting ready for a
mailing of new brochures.
Margaret Comiskey said the Council talked
about putting money aside toward closure.
Mr. Miville said $100,000 has been allocated
toward closure. Mrs. Comiskey asked if the
fees taken in do not equal expenses, you
would have to use money from the landfill.
Mr. Miville said yes.
Ann Hoffman said when notices go out
through the schools, people without children
do not get them. Mr. Miville said they will
also be mailed.
Vote on the bottom line budget of
$5,857,425 passed unanimously.
Mr. Miville moved the meeting to a
time certain on March 12 at 7 AM for
Articles 1 and 2; motion seconded
and passed.
A motion was made, seconded and
passed to adjourn at 10:55 AM.
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TOWN OF BEDFORD, NH
1992 WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bedford in
the County of Hillsborough in the State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the
McKelvie School in said Town on Tuesday,
March 10, 1992 at 7:00 o'clock in the
forenoon to act on the following articles
number 1 and 2. Polls are to close no later
than 7:00 PM. Action on the Town Budget
articles 3 through 5 will be held on
Thursday, March 12, 1992 at 7:00 PM at the
McKelvie School.
ARTICLE 1. To elect necessary Town and
School District Officers for the ensuing one,
two and three years.
ARTICLE 2. To see how the Town will
vote on the following zoning and building
code amendments.
ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY
THE PLANNING BOARD.
QUESTION 1 . Are you in favor of adoption
of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Bedford as
follows:
To amend Article 4., Use and Dimensional
Regulations of the zoning ordinance, Section
B., Appendix A., footnote 7., Neighborhood
Commercial Zone, by amending the footnote
to read, "Limited to the selling of groceries,
meats, produce, drugs, stationary, hardware,
baked foods (outlet only), household
appliances,and other sales and services for
the convenience of neighborhood residents,
as determined by the Zoning
Administrator."
QUESTION 2. Are ycu in favor of adoption
of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Bedford as
follows:
To amend Article 5, Wetland Conservation
District, by deleting the article in its entirety,
and adopting a new Article 5., Wetlands
Conservation District. Major changes in the
new article include, reducing the structure
setback from wetlands to 50 feet and
reducing the septic tank and leachfield
setback from wetlands to the distance set
forth by the State of N.H. Department of
Environmental Services, Water Supply
and Pollution Control Division. A
"mitigation " option is permitted under
certain circumstances when very poorly
drained soils must be disturbed.
QUESTION 3. Are you in favor of adoption
of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Bedford as
follows:
To amend Article 13., Administration and
Enforcement, B. Building Permit Procedure,
3. Application, by adopting a new sentence
as follows: "Footings/foundations for all
new building construction will be certified
by a State of N.H. licensed land surveyor
prior to any further construction. The
Building Inspector or his agent may waive
this requirement if in his opinion it is
obvious there are no setback
encroachments."
QUESTION 4. Are you in favor of adoption
of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Bedford as
follows:
To amend Article 13., Administration and
Enforcement, C. Certificate of Occupancy,
2. Applicability, by adopting a new sentence
as follows: "Prior to the issuance of a
Certificate of Occupancy for any building,
a plat plan, locating all buildings, utilities,
and easements on a given lot must be
certified by a State of N.H. licensed land
surveyor."
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ZONING AMENDMENTS REQUESTED
BY PETITION
QUESTION NO. 5. Are you in favor of
Amendment No. 5 as proposed by petition
for the Town of Bedford Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to rezone the
following parcels of land on Club Acre Lane
from Office zone to General Residential
zone: Tax Lot numbers 22-14, 22-15, 22-
16, 22-17, 22-18, and 22-19. Owners of
said properties are: Nancy Tessier and Mary
Kenison, Eleanor Yousoufian, Ben's
Construction Co., Thomas and Louise
Newman, Heirs of Charles McCarthy, and
Jane Hunter.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES NOT
RECOMMEND ADOPTION OF THIS
AMENDMENT.
QUESTION NO. 6. Are you in favor of
Amendment No. 6 as proposed by petition
for the Town of Bedford Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
Are you in favor of amending Article 4. Use
and Dimensional Regulations, Section D.
,
Nonconforming Lots, Structures, and Uses,
2. Nonconforming Structures, by adding
subsection (b) as follows: (b) Where a
lawful building exists for residential use and
has been approved and accepted by the Town
of Bedford as of November 1, 1991, it shall
be considered a legitimate structure with
regard to minimum structure setbacks and
will not need a variance with regard to
minimum structure setback requirements,
subject to the following provisions:
(1) No such nonconforming building or
structure may be enlarged or altered in a way
which increases its nonconformity, but any
building or structure or portion thereof may
be altered to decrease its nonconformity.
(2) A nonconforming building or structure
which is destroyed by fire or other hazard
may be restored to its former bulk provided
that it was not destroyed voluntarily and
restoration is begun within twelve (12)
months after the act of destruction.
(3) Should a nonconforming building or
structure be intentionally moved for any
reason for any distance whatsoever, it shall
thereafter conform to the regulations for the
district in which it is located after it is
moved.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES NOT
RECOMMEND ADOPTION OF THIS
AMENDMENT.
The following budgetary warrant items are to
be discussed at the deliberative session of the
Town Meeting on Thursday, March 10, 1992
at 7 PM at the McKelvie School.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-
Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) for
renovations of the Riley Baseball Field on
the corner of County Road and Nashua
Road. Specific renovations include
regrading and reseeding the outfield and
regrading of the infield area.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote
to place thirty percent (30%) of the revenues
collected of all future payments collected
pursuant to RSA 79-A (current use penalties)
in the Conservation Commission land
acquistion fund. The specified thirty percent
(30%) of such revenues shall be deposited in
the Conservation Commission fund at the
time of collection.
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ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate such sums of money
as may be necessary to defray Town charges
for the ensuing year.
Town General Fund $5,240,242
Sewer Fund 248,488
Police Contract Work Fund 59,945
Solid Waste Disposal Fund 202,993
Day Camp Fund 37,910
Total Appropriations $5,789,578
This warrant was approved by the Bedford
Town Council on February , 1992.








Eugene Van Loan, Jr.
True Qefpy Attest:
Richard C. Stonner, Chairman
Paul E. Anderson, Vice Chairman
ss^^^^S**^
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Ruth Glennon, left, in a 1991 version of Betsy Ross,
presents her hand-made Bedford Flag to Artie Robersen,
Town Manager
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TOWN COUNCIL
Chairman: Richard Stonner
Bedford and the Bedford Town Council
experienced a year in 1991 that will long be
remembered. During a January Council
meeting, Allied forces began bombing Iraq
and the "Mother" of wars began. Everyone
took a deep breath to try to keep everything
we were dealing with, mainly the budget and
a poor economy, in proper perspective.
Fortunately, what unfolded was a decisive,
quick victory for our troops.
Unfortunately, our economy did not fare as
well, and the anticipated surge to recovery
never occurred. The Council set one goal
during our budget process, not to raise the
tax rate. This was not new, this was not a
sudden reaction to the situation, rather a
continuing of local budgetary policy set by
the Council several years ago. The result
was a proposed budget that took some deep
cuts, but protected the tax rate without sacri-
ficing vital Town services.
Spring and summer saw the Town take on a
festive mood with the annual Memorial Day
Parade and activities attracting larger than
usual crowds, and the Town was again
drawn together. During the Gulf crisis, the
Town had adopted the 94th MP Company,
and almost immediately began to plan cele-
brations for their return.
The Salute our Soldiers Committee planned
and staged an old fashioned Fourth of July
celebration that drew large crowds to Riley
Field for a day of food, music and most
important of all, a spectacular salute to our
soldiers who had just returned from active
duty.
As we continued through the year, the ex-
citement and festivities waned, and the real-
ism of the economic downturn returned,
Town business went on as usual, with one
change in administration. After a four
month search for a new town manager, the
selection committee offered the job to Artie
Robersen from the St. Louis area. She
accepted and almost immediately moved to
Town with her family.
Finishing the year found us pondering the
same questions that we started with. Can we
come in with a responsible Town budget that
will retain services and infrastructure without
raising the tax? Would it be possible to even
lower the tax rate and maybe even lower the
actual budget? We intend to answer both
questions in the affirmative with a budget
that we will be presenting at the Town
Meeting in March.
The past year has been a challenge. Next
year will be, too. We intend to show that we
can continue to manage Bedford in such a
way that as a Town we will remain the envy
of other local communities with a stable and
favorable tax structure and excellent Town
services and protection. At the same time,
we must realize that we are on the way to a
State mandate to close the landfill soon and
remain committed to continue our progress
in opening up Route 3 (South River Road) all
the way to the Merrimack town line.
Finally, let me bring this year's Council
report to a conclusion by thanking a great
municipal work force that shares our love
and concerns for Bedford, and the volunteers
who serve, sometimes at great sacrifice,
throughout the year. It is this effort of our
many boards and commissions that produces
results that most communities can only hope
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TOWN MANAGER'S REPORT
Artherline "Artie" Robersen
Arriving in July of 1991 as your new Town
Manager, my top priority has been imple-
mentation of fiscal strategies to insure a
stable economy for Bedford. A new budget
preparation method has been introduced
which requires all municipal department
heads to collectively screen each other's
budgets and submit a level-funding proposal
for consideration by the Town Council. This
method should allow each department to
better understand their department's role in
the overall operations of local government.
After twelve years of financial participation
in the Manchester Wastewater Treatment
Plant, Bedford has been granted eligibility
for State revolving loan funds for the first
time. Access to the revolving fund will
significantly reduce our cost of the project.
Bedford's cable television franchise will
expire in 1993, and a Cable Negotiation
Committee has been created to represent the
various community interests in a new con-
tract. Rapidly changing technology makes
this a particularly challenging task, and the
committee has spent many months research-
ing new options which might be available to
Bedford residents without service charge
increases. Special emphasis is being placed
on cable extensions to unserved residential
areas.
Land acquisition for recreation and conserva-
tion is becoming an important focus. The
1990 Bedford Master Plan shows that more
than two-thirds of the total land area of the
Town has already been developed, and much
of the remainder is unsuitable for disturb-
ance; however, provision for parks has not
kept pace with the growing population and
the decreasing raw acreage. In 1991, this
imbalance began to change through acquisi-
tion of several future park areas without
expenditure of tax monies.
A public recreation area of 80 acres, be-
tween Wallace Road and Liberty Hill Road
on the Merrimack town line, will be leased
and later gifted to Bedford by the Allan
Swenson family and the Brooks family. The
McAfee heirs and Dan Martin donated a
valuable 3.5 acre pasture at the corner of
Joppa Hill Road and N. Amherst Road for a
neighborhood park and practice fields.
Finally, the Paul MacEwen family has partic-
ipated with the Land Conservation Invest-
ment Program for $60,000 to match Current
Use fee abatements on 7 acres along the
Merrimack River for bald eagle protection
and the Heritage Trail.
Special emphasis on attracting new com-
merce and industry, as well as building
better communication with existing business-
es is critical to long-term health of Bedford's
economy. Following the recommendations
of the Master Plan, our Economic Develop-
ment Commission has been successful in
attracting small high-tech research and
development companies to relocate in Bed-
ford. A business visitation program is being
implemented so that the Town Council
Chairman, Town Manager, and local offi-
cials can meet with business owners/manag-
ers to hear their concerns.
On the horizon for 1992 are plans to further
refine Bedford's fledgling Capital Improve-
ments Program and integrate it fully into the
annual operating budget. This small town
of twenty years ago has now come of age,
and long-range financial planning is now
essential for continued provision of services
to our residents and businesses while ensur-
ing a stable property tax rate well into the
future.
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FINANCE DEPARTMENT
Anthony T. Plante, Director
While "Finance Department" is short and
easy to remember and say, it doesn't tell the
whole story about what this part of your
local government does. There are four
general functions we handle. The two most
important are finance and personnel.
The finance function involves the
management and processing of the Town's
monetary transactions, working closely with
the Treasurer and other officials, prudent
investment of funds, and a scrupulous ac-
counting of all those activities. In addition,
we work on arranging the financing of Town
projects, and its insurance portfolio.
Personnel functions frequently go
hand-in-hand with finance, from processing
payroll and dealing with our various employ-
ee benefit carriers. We are also involved in
assisting with union contract negotiations and
the development of personnel policies for the
Town's employees.
The other functions in which we are
involved include welfare and management of
the Town's computer resources. Welfare has
become much more of a concern in recent
times due to regional economic conditions,
although Bedford has not been hit as hard as
some communities in New Hampshire.
Over the past three years, the Town
has grown from having a couple of individu-
al personal computers to operating a system
of networked PC's and a midrange machine.
Every day we look for more ways to get as
much useful and timely information from
these tools as possible. We can say, without
exaggeration, that our local government is
able to accomplish tasks which would have
been virtually impossible without the applica-
tion of this technology.
During 1991, we concentrated on
getting back to basics. Our auditors noted a
number of concerns as part of their review of
the Town's books for 1990. These concerns
illustrated areas where we needed to focus
our attention. After a year's work, I can say
that those concerns have been addressed and
our audit report for 1991 is significantly
improved over 1990. I would like to express
my appreciation to Christina Burdo and
Monique Labbe, the two people who keep
our accounting and payroll machinery going
from day to day, for their help in achieving
these improvements.
In addition, we have been keeping a
close eye on the Town's financial perform-
ance. With Finance, the Tax Collector's
Office, the Treasurer and the assistance of
the school district administration, we were
able to manage our cash flow without the use
of tax anticipation notes this past fall. We
have been fortunate to maintain strong col-
lections so far, and will continue to monitor
them, along with other factors affecting the
Town's fiscal well-being.
As a citizen of Bedford, you may not
need to contact the Finance Department. We
regard our role largely as a supporting one;
helping those other departments and agencies
that deliver the services you see and receive
every day. Our handling of important
administrative tasks in finance, personnel,
and other areas gives them the freedom to
concentrate on serving you.
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1992 BUDGET OVERVIEW
As the rest of the nation sank into the current
recession, the economic times in New
England and New Hampshire also continued
to worsen. The Town Council, Town
Manager, and staff approached their budget
preparations with this forming the backdrop
for their programming plans for 1992.
The Manager's proposal to the Council is the
product of a coordinated effort by the
Manager and leadership in the Town's agen-
cies and departments. As with the Council's
budget proposal to you, the main goal of the
budgeting process was to address the basic
needs of the community while reasonably
limiting additional spending.
The following points briefly outline the goals
embodied in the proposed budget for 1992:
Maintaining services at existing levels,
with an emphasis on spending which will
avoid higher long-term costs;
Maintaining the level of full-time employ-
ee positions at 82;
Further improvements in managing the
use of overtime and part-time services,
seeking increases in current employee
productivity;
Except for basic items which, if not in-
cluded in this budget, would result in
higher levels of spending in future budg-
ets, spending on capital items has been
deferred;
Planning for the closure of the landfill
within the next few years.
1991 Budget Transfers
Below are summarized the major transfers
between and among various components of
the Town's budget for 1991:
$53,257 was transferred from the Com-
pensation Adjustment Account (Depart-
ment 495) to cover the incremental cost of
wage increases in various departments;
$80,480 was transferred from Unallocated
Reserve (Department 499) to various de-
partments, which are listed below:
Town Hall (415) 3,100
To reflect the award of State energy
grant funds to install insulation.
Town Manager (421) 35,000
To cover the additional costs of transi-
tion in the manager's position.
Fire Department (445) 7,000
This transfer included $2,000 for
portable radios, and $5,000 for emer-
gency repairs to vehicles.
Fire - Traffic (448) 8,900
To install an Opticom signal control
device at Meetinghouse Road and
Route 101.
DPW - Traffic (455) 5,000
To complete additional road striping.
Welfare (465) 15,000
To meet estimated additional costs of
the Town's general assistance obliga-
tions.
Recreation - Field (477) 4,980
To make necessary property repairs.
Library (481) 1,500
To offset additional fringe benefit
costs.
Other transfers were made within depart-
ments in order to more closely reflect actual
expenditure patterns.
1992 Budget Proposals
Areas in which significant changes occurred
between the revised budget for 1991 and the
proposals for 1992 are highlighted below:
Elections (405)
There are additional expenses due this
being a Presidential election year in addi-
tion to state and local.
Town Events (418)
This was reduced, and provides primarily
for the Memorial Day parade and holiday
caroling events.
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Town Manager (421)
Salary and benefit expenses are decreased
due to the change in managers during
1991.
Finance & Personnel Department (422)
This budget reflects wage changes and
additional expenses for support of the
Town's computer systems.
Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Office (423)
Significant turnover in personnel resulted
in lower personnel costs.
Legal Services (427)
Reduction in case backlog and better
control over referrals to town attorneys.
Town Offices (428)
Lowered costs of telephones, and change
in the manner of purchasing supplies
helped reduce this budget.
Police (431-435)
The major changes were in the implemen-
tation of a new union contract and the
purchase of three new cruisers to maintain
optimum fleet rotation.
Fire (441-448)
Little change appears in this department,




Reduction in the amount of consulting
and engineering fees.
Landfill (458)
Funds to be set aside to cover the costs
of landfill closure.
Insurance (491)
Property and liability coverages were
put out to competitive quotation, result-
ing in a net savings.
Interest Expense (494)
Working closely with the school dis-
trict, tax anticipation borrowing is not
expected to be necessary, but some
funding is retained in the event it is
needed.
Compensation Adjustments (495)
This account will be managed through
vacancies, with the average non-union
employee adjustment expected to be
about 2 percent.
Special Police Fund (439)
This function, which is self-funding,
has been reduced to more closely
match actual experience.
Day Camp Fund (479)
Enrollments are expected to increase
for this operation, which is also self-
supporting.
Revenues
Generally, revenue estimates have been
made conservatively. Where possible,
additional sources of fee revenue are
being pursued. For example, through
bidding alarm services and from in-
creased participation in recreation
programs, the Town expects to realize
an additional $40,000 in non-tax
revenue during 1992.
Other estimates reflect a conservative
approach based on recent revenue
performance experience.
The result of the efforts of the Council,
Manager, and staff is a 1992 budget which is
$67,847 less than the previous year. Cou-
pled with conservative revenue and growth
estimates, the proposed budget would result
in a net decrease of 2C in the Town portion




Fixed & Other Charges (4 2%)
Library (4 6%)
Recreation (2.6'
Health & Welfare (1.1%)
Landfill Fund (3 9%)
Agencies & Activrtes (2.0%)
Administration (12.1%)
Boards & Commissions (0.9%)
Police (22.8%)
Public Works (26 2%)
-Police Detail Fund (1.4%)
Day Camp Fund (0 5%) -J
Fire (1 1 .7%)
Distribution of Appropriations by Function (%)
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APPROPRIATIONS























FUNCTION - 400: BOARDS & COMMISSIONS
401 Town Council 22,750
402 Planning Board 13,970
403 Board of Adjustment 2,720
404 Conservation Commission 4,243
405 Elections & Registration 6,000
406 Historic District Commission 400
Subtotal 50,083
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APPROPRIATIONS (continued)
FUNCTION - 450: PUBLIC WORKS
451






Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
131 Middle Street




Town of Bedford, New Hampshire
We have completed our fieldwork in connection with our audit of the Town of Bed-
ford, New Hampshire's financial statements for the year ended December 31, 1991 on Febru-
ary 7, 1992.
Due to circumstances beyond our control, the financial statements and related reports
will not be available for inclusion in this year's annual town report.
We anticipate that the financial statements and related reports will be available no later
than March 1, 1992.
\zLl^,0Uu.^a. ft
Vachon, Clukay & Co., PC
Note from the Town Manager
The auditors fiscal year 1991 summary of findings and recommenda-
tions was not available on publication date and will appear as an
addendum.
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991
DEBITS CREDITS
Uncollected Taxes
Beginning of Year (1) 1991
Property Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Tax
Sewer Rents
Taxes Committed to Collector
Property Taxes $19,904,950








a/c Property Taxes 13,080
Interest Collected
on Deliquent Taxes 23,314.
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TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Edith P. Schmidtchen
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TREASURER
Maurice H. Collison, Treasurer
Dana Kelley, Assistant Treasurer CENTERPOINT BANK Continued
Received of: Pine Tree Builders:
Edith P. Schmidtchen,
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Mill Pond Estates:
SCHEDULE OF PROPERTY OWNED BY THE TOWN OF BEDFORD
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DEPARTMENT : Bedford Trust Funds
Willard Varney: Chairman
Balance of Unexpended Trust Funds Available December
31, 1991:
Annual Report of Revenues Collected and Expenses Paid
and Unexpended Revenues for the Year Ending December
31, 1991
Balance of Unexpended Trust Fund Revenues
January 1, 1991:
Checking Account
School Prize Speaking Fund Revenue 49.89
Checking Account
TOWN OF BEDFORD. NEW HAMPSHIRE 1991 ANNUAL REPORT
Report of the Trust Funds of Bedford on December 31, 1990
Oat*
•3*-
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Report of the Trust Funds of Bedford on December 31, 1990
(continued)
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PLANNING BOARD
Chairman: Gary Howard
New England's economic recession was
mirrored by a dramatic decline in develop-
ment proposals submitted to the Bedford
Planning Board during 1991. The Board was
able to resume meeting twice a month after
several years of weekly agendas. Conver-
sion of existing commercial/industrial sites
for changing uses was far more prevalent
than requests for new construction, and
residential subdivisions were at a record low.
Final approval was granted to the following:
6 Subdivision Plans - 35 new residential lots
7 Lot Line Adjustment Plans
7 Consolidation Plans
5 Site Plans - 59,986 sq. ft. new com. /ind. space
15 Site Plans - 61,027 sq. ft. changed-use com. /ind.
space
The major developments reviewed by the
Board included:
Meadows at Joppa Hill 24 new cluster house lots
Greenfield Farms Concept plan - 234 cluster lots
Bellemore Associates
Washington Place
Martin's House of Cloth
Metronics, Inc.
29,360 sq.ft. retail center
11,000 sq.ft. orthopedic
clinic
11,000 sq.ft. retail center
20,000 sq. ft. industrial
reuse
The Planning Board devoted a significant
portion of its attention to updating planning
documents and implementing recommenda-
tions of the 1990 Master Plan. The newly
recodified zoning ordinance was approved by
the voters at the 1991 Town Meeting, and
the Planning Board revised its Excavation
Regulations to reflect many changes in State
statutes. Minor Subdivision and Minor Site
Plan Regulations were adopted to expedite
the approval process for small projects.
Planning Board Members: seated 1 to r:
Paul Goldberg, Gary Howard, Artie Robersen and David
Danielson. Standing 1 to r: Ray Kiestlinger, Edward Matta, Paul
Drahnak, and Ed Kelly. Absent from photo: Tom Cassese, John
Jacobson, Roger Hawk and Larry Wolter.
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Planning Board (continued)
Responding to the identified need for addi-
tional recreation lands in Bedford, the
Planning Board adopted a Recreation and
Open Space Acquisition Policy as part of its
Subdivision Regulations.
This policy requires a dedication of land or
in-lieu fees for each new house lot created to
be placed in a Town escrow fund for later
purchase of a major recreation facility for
west Bedford.
Prime recreation lands were also identified
on the Meadows at Joppa Hill site and the
Greenfield Farms site during Planning Board
review. The Board recommended that the
Town Council consider acquisition of land at
each of these sites.
A new "Comprehensive Plan Approval"
allows owners of large tracts of land to work
with the Planning Board on long-term devel-
opment proposals and to receive conceptual,
or "comprehensive" approval. This process
enables the Board to identify future infra-
structure needs and coordinate construction
of the project with new sewer and water
extensions, school additions, and acquisition
of recreation facilities.
Your Planning Board is dedicated to the
promotion of high quality development which
will be of lasting value, both economically
and aesthetically, for all the property owners
and residents of Bedford. Towards that end,
we have enjoyed serving the Town in 1991.
Members of the Bedford Planning Board are:
Gary Howard - Chairman, David Danielson -
Vice-Chairman, Thomas Cassese - Secre-
tary, Paul Goldberg - Council liaison, Ar-
therline Robersen - Town Manager, Edward
Kelly - Public Works Director, M. Edward
Matta, John Jacobson, and Paul Drahnak.
Alternates are: Ray Kiestlinger, Roger
Hawk, and Larry Wolter. Martha Harris
serves as clerk of the Board.
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Director: Karen White, AICP
Long-range community economic develop-
ment was the primary focus of the Planning
Department during 1991. Future growth
patterns, financing of infrastructure, and
increasing the property tax base became
central issues.
A public-private cost-sharing formula for
financing construction of the Bedford Mall/
Kilton Road/South River Road intersection
improvements was coordinated by the Plan-
ning Department. Under this formula,
developers of new or expanded commercial
buildings pay a one-time fee for each addi-
tional vehicle trip associated with the new
building that passes through the improved
intersection. This cost-allocation concept is
being expanded and refined to facilitate other
intersection improvements on Route 3 which
are necessary for future development, and
tax base expansion.
During 1991, a new Planning Board fee
schedule was prepared and implemented by
the Planning Department. The revised fees
are intended to reflect the costs of staff
review and inspection of construction pro-
posals.
The Planning Director researched and wrote
a "fair-share" formula for acquisition of
recreation land (or in-lieu fees) from newly
subdivided house lots. This method estab-
lishes a direct relationship between the
amount of recreation land currently supplied
for Bedford households and the amount of
land or money to be dedicated by each new
lot. The policy, as implemented by the
Planning Board, will provide a land-bank for
purchase of future recreation facilities with-
out impact to existing taxpayers.
Time is money, and Bedford's fledgling
computerized Geographic Information
System promises to greatly reduce data re-
trieval time and simplify public access to
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municipal information. Under the supervi-
sion of the Planning Department, the Town
has entered a public-private joint venture
with T.F. Moran, Inc. to develop a computer
mapping system. Each tax parcel has been
digitized and "attributes" will be entered into
a database which can be retrieved by enter-
ing the tax parcel identification number into
the computer network. In the future every
department, and via the Library, the public
will have access to all types of municipal
records.
The Geographic Information System is also
proving exceptionally valuable for long-
range planning. A ten-year development
forecast for the Route 3 south corridor,
including the proposed N.H. Airport Access
Highway, has been computer plotted to help
identify areas of needed infrastructure
improvements.
Bedford's twenty-year-old cable TV fran-
chise contract will expire in 1993, and work
is in progress to negotiate a new agreement.
The Planning Director researched federal and
state codes regulating the cable industry and
prepared a position paper on options avail-
able to the Town Council. A public hearing
to review the past performance of United
Cable and to identify future community
needs was held at Peter Woodbury School in
March. Testimony received from residents
at that hearing is being incorporated into the
Town's negotiations.
A grant application written by the Planning
Director resulted in the award of $60,000.00
by the Land Conservation Investment Pro-
gram in 1991. The Town Council has
agreed to accept the matching grant, and the
money is being used to purchase 7 acres of
land along the Merrimack River for the
Heritage Trail, public access to the river,
and protection of an important bald eagle
winter habitat.
Major roadway improvements at the Bedford
Mall/Kilton Road, Route 3 intersection were
the result of public-private funding.
X A £:"4 U
This new industrial site at Commerce Park
West is one of the projects inspected for
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SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLAN-
NING COMMISSION
M. N. Sharma, Executive Director
All dues-paying members of the Southern
New Hampshire Planning Commission are
offered a wide range of services, resources
and technical assistance by a professional
planning staff, who, from time to time, are
assisted by specialized representatives. The
staff develops and carries out planning
programs that require a regional perspective,
as well as those which pertain more directly
to your community.
Local planning assistance requests are
generally received from your Town Planner
and/or your Town Manager. With the
concurrence of the Commission, certain
general studies are conducted, notifications
made and training workshops held that are
considered essential for all member munici-
palities.
Services that were performed for the Town
of Bedford during the past year are as fol-
lows:
1 . Provided testimonies to House and Senate
committees in support of HB 391 dealing
with impact fees. The Planning Board was
notified of the final outcome.
4. Conducted 24-hour counts (for three
days) and morning and evening peak-hour
turning movement counts at the intersection
of South River Road and Palomino Lane.
This data was forwarded to the Town's
engineering consultant for use in developing
an improvement plan for that intersection.
5. Prepared comprehensive Earth Removal
Regulations for the Town. This was done to
bring the Town's current regulations into
compliance with RSA 155 E.
6. Provided a suggested schedule for 1991-
1992 zoning and building code amendments
to be voted upon at the March Town Meet-
ing.
Bedford's Representatives to the Commission
are:
Mr. Eugene Van Loan, Jr.
Mr. Edward P. Moran, Jr.
Mr. David J. Danielson
Metropolitan Manchester Transportation
Planing Policy Committee: Mr. Eugene Van
Loan, Jr.
2. Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture
Series. Bedford officials were invited to
attend these lectures on municipal laws and
relevant court cases.
3. Conducted a six-hour training workshop
for the Planning Board members. Represen-
tatives from the Bedford Planning and
Zoning Boards were invited to that meeting.
.<'=
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Chairman: David Danielson
Optimize Town Revenues, Protect Open
Space, Insure a Stable Tax Base, and En-
courage Business Diversity is the mission
statement of the newly organized Economic
Development Commission. Created by the
Town Council in 1991, the group is charged
with implementing recommendations of the
Master Plan to stabilize and stimulate the
local economy. The appointed members
represent a cross-section of Bedford's
commerce, industry, finance, insurance, real
estate and education interests.
The Commission immediately began coordi-
nating with other agencies involved in
economic development, including the N.H.
Industrial Authority, Public Service of N.H.,
New England Econometrics, and the Greater
Manchester Development Corporation. An
all-day strategy session was held at St.
Anselm's College, where Commission
members charted short-term and long-term
goals for the coming years.
Several successes have already been realized
by the Commission. Metronics, Inc. was
convinced to locate in Bedford instead of
Jamestown, New York when this high-tech
incubator company had outgrown its building
in Manchester. The company was looking
for new space in a community that could
offer municipal sewerage, trained techni-
cians, and "quality of life". Metronics is in-
volved in research, development, and manu-
facture of precision measurement instruments
and currently employs 22 persons. It is
anticipated that the new building in Bedford
will allow the company to expand its staff by
an additional 20 employees in the near fu-
ture.
Municipal sewerage was identified as the
single most important key to attracting new
commercial and industrial growth. To assist
with this critical Town investment, the
Commission held information discussions
with various property owners and real estate
developers along the proposed sewer route.
The Commission was also important in final-
izing agreements with PSNH for easements
under their utility lines.
A Visitation Committee has been set up to
make contact with local businesses. It is
hoped that opening a line of communication
with owners, managers, and C.E.O. 's of
Bedford enterprises will enable the Town to
better serve their needs and encourage them
to remain in our community.
Members of the Economic Development
Commission include: David Danielson -
Chairman, Richard Stonner - Council liason,
Artherline Robersen - Town Manager, Mike
Burns, Richard Mandeville, John Sullivan,
Jr., Brad Thomas, and Kathy Van Anglen.
Alternates are Thomas Riley and Dean
Kamen. Administrative staff are Edward
Kelly - Public Works Director, and Karen
White - Planning Director.
Economic Development Committee Members:
seated 1 to r: Kathy Van Anglen, Artie Robersen, Town Manager;
standing 1 to r: Dick Stonner, Dave Danielson, Mike Burns,
Brad Thomas, Tom Riley, Bob Brooks.
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BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Chairman: Richard C. Como
The Zoning Board of Adjustment had a busy
year in 1991.
The Board, which meets on the third Tues-
day of the month at 7:30 P.M. in the Town
Office Building, heard 34 applications for
appeals. A total of 13 commercial variances
and 13 residential variances were approved.
Three commercial and 3 residential requests
were denied with 2 cases dismissed.
The Building Inspector/Zoning Administrator
reviews all building applications and directs
them to the proper board for review and
disposition. A great number of these appli-
cations which required variances, and which
were previously discussed and reviewed by
Engineering and the Planning Board, are
now sent directly to the Board of Adjust-
ment. This has created longer Zoning Board
meetings, in that all of the discussion must
now take place at this time, before voting for
variance requests.
The Building Inspector/Zoning Administra-
tor, Merritt Peasley, attends our meetings,
and whenever possible provides helpful
information to Board members regarding
applicant's requests.
When an applicant, or his/her representative
makes a presentation before the Board for a




A hardship must exist which is inherent in
the land, buildings, or other items relating to
the peculiar characteristics of the building.
2. The spirit and intent of the ordinance
must not be broken by granting the variance.
3. The granting of the variance will not
adversely affect other property in the district.
4. Not to grant the variance will result in an
injustice.
5. Granting the variance would be of benefit
to the public interest.
It is important to remember that an applicant
who wishes someone else to speak for them,
and who is not going to be present at the
meeting, must give written permission au-
thorizing that representative to speak on their
behalf.
Any scheduled applicant who has been listed
on the Public Notice, and who wishes to
request a postponement, must do so within
seven working days prior to the meeting and
pay for the notification of all abutters of the
change, or that applicant will not be heard
for sjx months.
Any party can appeal the Board's ruling in
writing within twenty days. The Board then
has ten days to determine if it should grant or
deny a rehearing on the new evidence pre-
sented in the written request by the petition-
er.
Board of Adjustment members: Richard C.
Como, Chairman; Susan Tufts Moore,
Secretary; Paul Harrington, Sandra Lamon-
tagne, and Gus Garceau. Alternate members
are Albert Gelinas, William Smith and
Richard Young.
BUILDING DEPARTMENT
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Building Department (continued)
1991 will most likely be remembered as
the year of the auction. While the economy
remained sluggish, the residential construc-
tion activity could have been seen as a bright
spot. During the year, eighty seven (87)
single family dwelling permits were issued,
compared to fifty-three (53) in 1990 and
fifty-seven (57) in 1989.
The most active area ofconstruction was
the Randolph Woods and Randolph Com-
mons sections of Town. Forty-six (46%)
percent of all 1991 residential construction
took place within these two areas.
The commercial/industrial activity
has had a very slow year, the second in a
row. Two new commercial buildings were
constructed this year, the SAU #25 building
at 103 County Road, and the Northwood
Nursing Home at 30 Colby Court. The
Nursing Home will not be completed until
mid- 1992 and will be a model for those to
come. It will house 147 beds and will have
state of the art medical and life safety
equipment.
There have been many commercial/
industrial interior renovations this past year.
The most noticable would have to be the
completion of two new anchor stores at the
Bedford Mall, Paperama and Drug Empori-
um.
In last year's Annual Report the
number of Certificates of Occupancy issued
were compared to the number of building
permits issued. The reason for this is to show
that while construction is slower than the
past six to seven years, the number of
unoccupied new homes is shrinking as shown
by the higher number of Certificates of
Occupancy issued than new building permits.
In 1991, both permits and certificates have
increased.
With the uncertainty of the economy,
but the surprising construction strength of
1991, I believe that the Town of Bedford will
continue to grow and prosper with new
construction of any kind.
With the continuing effort of theTown ' s
Economic Development Committee, the commer-
cial/industrial growth should start to see an
increase.
Luisa's Pizzeria was one of the many build-
ing permits issued in 1991.
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Cochairs: William Hallock and Thomas
Riley
In spite of the economic recession, 1991 was
a very fruitful year for acquisition of conser-
vation lands in Bedford. While only three
parcels of property were removed from
Current Use, yielding a deposit of $4,050.00
in the land acquisition reserve account,
several outright gifts of land and easements
were accepted.
The Francis Curit family made a contribution
of 15 acres of marshland on Hardy Road,
adding another piece to the Ashbog Swamp
watershed protection area. The Commission
has prepared a plaque for the site in memory
of Evelyn Goad.
Development of the 500-acre Swenson farm
on Liberty Hill Road entered planning stages
this year. The Commission was fortunate to
have the cooperation of owners Allen and
Barbara Swenson and developer Scott Brooks
in establishing non-disturbance easements
around McQuade Brook, Riddle Brook, and
Baboosic Brook. These easements will help
to preserve wildlife migration corridors
along the Town's major streams.
Bedford was awarded a $60,000.00 matching
grant from the Land Conservation Invest-
ment Program for the purchase of 7 acres of
land along the Merrimack River, owned by
the Paul MacEwen family. This acquisition
opens up 1,000 feet of riverfront to public
access and recreation as well as protecting
New Hampshire's second largest bald eagle
winter habitat. The Conservation Commis-
sion spent $12,000.00 of its land reserve
funds to finance the certified appraisal and
official survey plan required by the L.C.I.P.
for grant awards.
A critical function of the Conservation
Commission is investigation and evaluation
of dredge and fill applications to the State
Wetlands Board. The Dredge and Fill
Subcommittee, composed of William Hal-
lock, William Barry, David Rice, and Ange-
lique Mosher, reviewed 36 wetlands applica-
tions during the year.
The Bedford Heritage Trail Committee, a
subcommittee of the Conservation Commis-
sion, has begun designing our Town's 4.5
mile link with the New Hampshire Heritage
Trail. This walking trail will follow 230
miles of riverfront in the State, from Canada
to Massachusetts. The first portion of the
trail being constructed will be on the
MacEwen acquisition adjacent to Moore's
Crossing Road, and the Committee has
prepared interpretive signs and trail surface
specifications. Members of this subcommit-
tee are: Lynn Willscher - Chairperson, Sue
Holstein, Susan Tufts-Moore, Ray Landry,
Linda Hockman, Doris Spurway, Ann
Stewart, William Robersen, William Barry -
Conservation liason, and Brian Ross, Town
administrative liason.
The Pulpit Rock Subcommittee was busy
during 1991 with supervising an official
survey of the Pulpit. All of the boundaries
of this 160-acre parcel are now blazed and
monumented. The subcommittee also under-
took an update of the Pulpit Rock brochure,
with new pictures and additional information.
Five hundred of the new brochures are being
printed for distribution to the general public.
Members are: Barbara Tufts, Richard
Moore, Susan Tufts-Moore, Clark Gott, Ray
Landry, Helen Evans, Lydia Kennard, and
Conservation liasons David Rice, Lynn
Pothier, and Roberta Amero.
Unexpected assistance in management of
conservation lands was provided through the
Boy Scouting program during 1991. Local
scouts Ben Mosher and Chris Perras have
both volunteered to work on Bedford conser-
vation projects to earn their Eagle Scout
rank.
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Members of the Bedford Conservation
Commission are as follows: William Hal-
lock and Thomas Riley - Co-Chairpersons,
Eugene Van Loan, Jr. - Town Councilor,
Thomas Cassese - Planning Board liason,
William Barry, Lynn Pothier, David Rice.
Angelique Mosher, Roberta Amero, and
Kevin Hughes serve as alternates.
Lynn Willscher accepts her "Citizen Planner of the Year" award by
die American Planning Association from Council Chairman Ston-
The Curit Family donated these 15 acres as an addition to the
Ashbog Swamp watershed.
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ASSESSING DEPARTMENT
John H. Temchack, CNHA: Assessor
Bedford has not been immune to the effects
of the decline in economic conditions. We
have experienced our share of land auctions
and foreclosures. However limited, there
has been a continued growth in the parcel
count and net valuation.
Bedford currently has 6,254 parcels, up 32
from 6,222 in 1990.
There has been an increase in the net proper-
ty valuation of $13,487,982 for 1991. The
net valuation in 1990 was $1,145,770,232
and $1,159,258,214 in 1991.
Breakdown of Property by Class
Class Parcels Values
Res.
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VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
Director: Sarah Hubbard
The Visiting Nurse Association has been
providing the residents of Bedford with a full
range of home health services since 1965.
The VNA Board of Trustees and staff take
this opportunity to reaffirm their
commitment to excellence in health care, and
to the provision of services designed to
ensure that being cared for at home is safe,
comfortable and convenient.
The VNA Child Care Center provides a safe,
secure environment for 192 children ages six
weeks to 12 years. Projections show that
there will be a 20 percent increase in the
number of children under age 14 in the next
10 years in the State of New Hampshire. As
a result, the need for appropriate and afford-
able child care will continue to rise.
In response to this growing need, the VNA
launched its capital campaign in October to
expand the VNA Child Care Center by
adding a 7,500 square foot addition. Ground
breaking for the new addition will take place
early in 1992, with completion of the build-
ing scheduled for Spring.
The VNA's programs have continued to
thrive and expand. VNA home care and
community health services are provided
through its affiliates.
VNA Home Health & Hospice Services. Inc.
is Medicare and Medicaid certified, piovides
intravenous and enteral therapies; skilled
nursing care; physical, occupational and
speech/language therapies; nutrition
counseling and medical social seivices; certi-
fied home health aides; Hospice care for the
terminally ill; and long term care for the
elderly and the handicapped. Medical
equipment, such as beds and wheelchairs is
also available. Payment for service includes
health insurance and private payment. Fees
are explained to our patients at the first visit
to the home, and for those unable to pay the
usual fees, adjustments are made on an indi-
vidual basis.
VNA Personal Services. Inc. provides
private duty nurses, home health aides,
homemakers, companions, personal care
assistants and child care in the home.
VNA Community Services. Inc. provides
free Immunization Clinics for all age groups
monthly and Free Blood Pressure screening
clinics. Watch your local paper for date and
place. Foot Care clinics are held monthly at
our 194 Concord Street office by appoint-
ment and blood pressure checks are done
weekdays from 1:30 - 4:00 PM. Occupa-
tional Health programs are provided to
business and industry on site. Parent-Child
Health Services include the Teenage Preg-
nancy Program, the Parent-Baby Venture
Program for children at risk of abuse and
neglect, the Child Care Connection for child
care providers, and the Training Program
concerned with preventing drug and alcohol
use among adolescents in high schools.
VNA
VNA Child Care Center provides a full
range of state-licensed child care, tailored to
each child's needs. Programs include
Infant/Toddler (ages 6 weeks to 36
months); Preschool (ages 3-5); and Kinder-
garten (age 5). The center also provides
Extended Care, which is a before and after-
school program for children grades 1 through
6, and special full-day programs during some
holidays, school conference days and school
vacations. The summer session provides
creative, fun programming for children ages
3 to 11. As needed, VNA also offers fami-
lies a continuum of coordinated health and
social services, both directly from the VNA
and through working arrangements with
other community resources.
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Town appropriations, grants, United Way
allocation and donations are a vital part of
the funds that help to defray the cost of
unpaid services. A representative(s) of the
Town of Bedford serving on the VNA Board
of Trustees are Maria Mongan, Edward
Moran, Eugene Van Loan, Jr. and June Ata.
TOWN HALL
The Town Hall has become an active meet-
ing and recreational center in the last few
years. In 1989 a committee was established
by the Bedford Town Council to seek
community support from organizations and
residents to participate in an effort to raise
money from the private sector so improve-
ments both outside and inside of the building
could be made.
A commemorative brick drive was undertak-
en, and the response was overwhelming.
Over $ 11,000 was generated by the sale of
bricks which now line the sidewalk as you
enter the Town Hall. The funds were used
to paint the outside of the building and re-
place the sinks in the kitchen.
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Chairman: Shep Melnick
The Historic District Commission meets on
the first Tuesday of each month at 7;30 PM.
In 1991 the Commission held 12 meetings
and heard 19 applications. Due to the slow
down in new construction, most of these
applications were for additions, renovations,
changes in landscaping or signs.
The Commission believes that both good
landscaping and proper architectural design
are crucial to maintaining the character of
the Historic District. Those owning
property within the district should remember
that the following require prior approval by
the Commission: construction, renovation,
demolition, excavation, clear cutting of 1/20
of an acre or more; cutting of single trees
larger than 9 inches in diameter, paving,
adding or changing signs, fences, antenna, or
satellite dishes. If you are unsure whether
you are required to file an application,
contact Martha Harris or Tony Plante in the
Town Offices.
Last year the Commission rewrote its
application form to clarify requirements and
to streamline the application process. Over
the next year the Commission hopes to work
with the Town to increase the amount of
green space in Bedford Center.
The current members of the Commission
are: Stephen Jensen, Shep Melnick, Edward
Moran (Councilor), Marilyn Otterson and
Carolyn Richmond. Alternate members are
June Reilly, Madonna Repeta and Robert
Tarbell.
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SUPPORT OUR SOLDIERS COMMITTEE
Linda Aubin











Sue & Peter Hilchey
Jamie LaGuardia
Bill Minnis




Tim & Nancy O'Connell
Nan & Bob Pope
Kathy Richmond
Brian Ross





BEDFORD SUPPORTS DESERT STORM
SOLDIERS
The past year began with the Desert
Storm/Shield crisis making headlines. Sol-
diers and units fr~ir. the reserve forces were
called to support the active duty soldiers in a
total force commitment to stop the Iraqi
aggression. Soldiers from Bedford and the
94th Military Police Company out of Grenier
Field in Manchester were adopted by the
Town of Bedford as the Town of Bedford's
sons and daughters at war.
A committee was formed Dy Councilman Jim
Dias, Nan Pope and Linda Aubin to support
these soldiers while they were serving their
country. School children wrote letters,
parents, friends and family sent newspaper
clippings, packages and news from Bedford
that we were thinking of them.
When the war ended, the committee, along
with the Bedford VFW Post 8401, the Bed-
ford Men's Club, the Bedford Rotary Club
and many others, planned a gala celebration
to be held on July 4th at Riley Field to
welcome home the troops. It began with a
reception at Grenier Field when the 94th MP
Company returned. The committee gave
each soldier a gift from the Town that con-
sisted of a brown bag with a welcome home
message, a teddy bear, and an American
Flag.
Then on the 4th, between 800 and 1000
supporters cheered, sang, spoke and cried as
Chairman of the Council Dick Stonner
presented the unit and members with certifi-
cates and plaques in appreciation for their
courage and patriotism.
There were many organizations and hard
working people who made the Support our
Soldiers effort possible. We hope we
remember all of you, but please forgive us if
we left someone out.
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PARKS & RECREATION
COMMISSION
Chairman: Richard E. Fortin
During 1991, the Commission met every
month except December. Our meetings have
generally been held at 7:00 P.M. in the
Town Hall, except for July and August.
During those months, we met at the Town
pool. Prior to our July meeting, we sold and
served ice cream sundaes at the band concert
next to the pool.
This was the second year that the
Commission operated with Brian Ross as the
full time Recreation Director. His efforts
have resulted in a growth in the number of
self funded programs and the number of
participants. As a result, the adult education
programs which had previously been admin-
istered by the School District, have recently
been added to Brian's responsibilities.
The Planning Board has begun implementing
the Master Plan recommendations regarding
recreation land. This will result in signifi-
cant future benefits to the Town by providing
additional sites to be used for recreation and
parks. Several sites are currently under
consideration in different parts of Town,
following the Master Plan recommendation
to create neighborhood recreational areas.
These sites could provide areas for ice skat-
ing, playgrounds, open space and practice
fields in the future. The Commission is in
the process of developing park ordinances in
order to provide guidelines for use of the
current and future facilities.
The existing central recreational area located
at Nashua and County Roads has not been
neglected during this process. The new
Sportsman's Field was dedicated and saw its
first use this year. The parking has been
expanded. The sledding hill was lengthened,
and the Mary Selvoski softball field has been
resurfaced in order to provide better drain-
age.
Finally, I would like to thank the other
Commissioners, Brian, and the Public Works
Department for their support during the year.
Without everyone's cooperation, it would not
have been as successful as it was.
1991 Recreation Department Statistics
Program Summary
Swimming Lessons
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RECREATION DEPARTMENT
Director: Brian Ross
In 1991, The Recreation Department
experienced a remarkable growth in serving
the residents of the community. The Recrea-
tion Department served, over 4,000 people
through its programs and services during the
year.
The Passaconnaway Day Camp had an
average of 64 children per week in its nine
week season, generating $35,843.00 in
revenue. Not only was the summer camp
self supporting, it was a high quality pro-
gram which offered a positive camp experi-
ence for the participants. Activities at the
camp included sports, games, craft activities,
weekly trips, and swimming at the Town
pool.
The Town pool had an excellent summer
with an average of 181 people per day using
the pool during the summer months. The
pool generated over $20,000. in revenue
from pool fees, swim lessons and conces-
sions, a $2,732.00 increase over 1990. 734
children were registered in our swim lessons.
Both the pool and the summer camp staff did
an excellent job and I thank them all for their
dedication and service to the community.
The Recreation Department has had
tremendous success in its programs offered
during the year from Ballroom Dancing to
Tennis and Step Aerobics. 233 adults and
children have taken tennis lessons during the
year. The Bedford Special Olympics team
participated in the State Winter and Summer
Games. A girls basketball program serving
third, fourth and fifth graders was started
this past winter. The summer cultural series
was a huge success with 1,160 people attend-
ing the performances. The Recreation
Department also assisted in the organizing of
the Memorial Day Parade and the Communi-
ty Holiday celebration . The Recreation
Department sponsored four teen dances at
the Town Hall during the year.
Renovations at the Town Hall continued
in 1991 with the completion of a new bath-
room on the first floor of the building and a
handicapped access ramp. Karl Nobert
completed the handicapped access ramp as an
Eagle Scout project. Karl did an excellent
job in completing this major project. The
kitchen facilities were upgraded and are now
being used by various groups in the commu-
nity. In 1991, 35 different groups or organi-
zations used the Town Hall 218 days out of
the year. It has become a valuable communi-
ty resource.
Other projects during the year included the
dedication of the Sportsmen Soccer Field,
development of a Park Ordinance, renova-
tions at the Mary Selvoski Softball Field, and
work on the Heritage Trail project.
The Recreation Department's goal has
been to meet a variety of community needs
in a fiscally responsive manner. We have
done that, serving over 4,000 residents and
generating over $81,000. in revenues. Our
success could not have been possible without
assistance and support from many individuals
and organizations. I thank you all and a
special thanks to the Public Works Depart-
ment and other Town Departments for their
assistance during the year. I am looking
forward to another exciting and productive
year for the Recreation Department in 1992.
«
The McAfee Farm pasture will become
public recreation space through approval of
the Meadows at Joppa Hill plan.
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DONORS & VOLUNTEERS
The Recreation Department would like to
thank the following individuals and organiza-
tions for their cooperation, assistance, and/or
donations during the 1991 year in meeting
various recreational needs of the community.
Karl Nobert, Eagle Scout Project,
handicapped ramp at the Town Hall.
Aaron Spain, Eagle Scout Project,
trail clearing, park benches and bulle-
tin board at Riley Field Park.
David Dallas, Eagle Scout Project,
picnic tables at Town Pool and clean
up of park area.
First N.H.Bank, financial donation to
Summer Cultural Series.
Burger King of Manchester, dona-
tions to Memorial Day Parade.
Ed Monty, donation of sound system
for the Memorial Day Parade.
Don Wheeler, donation of flatbed for
the Memorial Day Parade.
Bedford Newcomers Club, donation
to Bedford Special Olympic Team
and benches for the Town Pool.
Mary Ann Bradbury, donation of
ping pong table.
Mary Selvoski, donation of ping pong
table.
Therese Dube, donation of a pool
table.
Ron Janowitz, assistance in Cross
Country Ski Program.
Indian Head Athletics, Cross Country
Ski Program.
Bedford Diamond Plus Square
Dancers, donation of services for
work at new bathroom at Town Hall.
Bedford Police Department.
Bedford Fire Department.
Bedford Little League, field repairs.
Bedford Soccer League, field repairs.
Chris Simpkins, Girls Basketball
Program.
Larry Wolter, Girls Basketball Pro-
gram
All teen dance chaperones
Bedford PTG, donation of dunking
booth
VFW Post #8401, cleaning of Town
Hall
Saint Elizabeth Seton's Women's
Guild, donation to Bedford Special
Olympics
^^^ 'Sim* -%%&r-*-«, "2
W*.3Mimy
Youngsters enjoy one of the Cultural Series programs sponsored by
the Bedford Recreation Department.
Swim lessons at the Bedford Town Pool
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CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Chairman: Aubrey Robinson
The Trustees of the Bedford Cemeteries
report that seven plots were sold this year,
ranging from one-place lots to four-place
lots. Lots being sold now are all in Section 3
of the Bedford Center Cemetery. There
were ten full burials and four cremation
burials.
An unusual number of requests for duplicate
deeds to be issued brought to our attention
that the safekeeping of cemetery deeds does
not seem to be a high priority with many
owners. To verify ownership or space often
is difficult for the Trustees, so we urge that
these deeds be stored carefully along with
other important papers. The Trustees
announce, effective January 1, 1992, there
will be a fee charged for the issuance of
duplicate deeds.
Considerable correspondence concerning
ancestors and dates is increasing. The
Trustees do a great deal of research for
individuals, both from records and on site, to
answer these questions.
All four cemetery locations were
satisfactorily cared for by the
superintendents. Any questions regarding
the purchase of a plot, cemetery maintenance
and procedures can be directed to the Trus-
tees.
Aubrey Robinson, Chairman
Doris Peck Spurway, Secretary/Trustee
Charles Legasse, Trustee
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Chairman: Betty Folsom
The Supervisors of the Checklist report that
the checklist as of November 21st shows
1841 Democrats, 4236 Republicans, 1965
Independents and 1 Libertarian for a total of
8043 registered voters. 1990 had registered
voters totaling 8867. There are 824 less
registered voters as of November 21st due in
part to the mandate every ten years for re-
registration.
Open sessions held by the Supervisors for
registrations, corrections and/or change of
party totaled 6. There were 5 school open
house dates as well and 3 dates held for
voting purposes. Notices of official sessions
are posted at the Town Office, Library and
published in the local newspapers.
Residents may also register or change their
party affiliations at the Town Offices during
regular office hours. Proof of age and resi-
dency is a requisite.
The Supervisors thank Edith Schmidtchen,
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
Fire Chief: Ralph M. Wiggin
Deputy Fire Chief: Robert A. Fabich, Sr.
Overall, 1991 was a transition year for the
Bedford Fire Department in reviewing and
analyzing the new programs which were
instituted during 1990, and the implementa-
tion of department Standard Operating
Procedures.
Staffing level of the department remained the
same with 12 Permanent members and 30
Call members. One in-house promotion was
filled by Kevin Murray to the rank of
Permanent Lieutenant.
The department's apparatus fleet also re-
mained unchanged with the exception of
replacing a 1986 staff vehicle with a cruiser
taken out of the police rotation. We contin-
ued our vehicle certification and maintenance
programs.
Request for service has increased over last
year, however the magnitude of the incidents
were dramatically reduced. Fire loss in
dollars was approximately $250,000 com-
pared to the $1.2 million in 1990. I contrib-
ute this to increased fire safety education
programs, inspections and improved re-
sponse procedures.
The training division accomplished several
programs. January was dedicated to intro-
ducing the National Fire Academy Incident
Command System or ICS. Twenty six
members completed the course after 16 hours
of training. The course teaches how the
department can better organize fire and disas-
ter scenes. "Call Companies" were intro-
duced as a new approach that divides the
department into three smaller groups to
ensure more individualized training.
With the ICS set up we turned attention to
Hazardous Materials training. The National
Fire Protection Association has set forth
standards for which we are aiming. The first
level is called "Awareness" for which we
have 22 members certified, and the next
level "Operational" with 12 members.
With ICS and Haz-Mat as a priority, we
incorporated them with monthly drills, bring-
ing in experts to assist and conduct two certi-
fied classes. We also sent 11 members to
State Certified Firefighter Schools and added
6 new EMT's and 3 new EMT-Intermediates
to our roster.
The Bedford Firefighters' Association con-
tinues to sponsor the Norman Richards,
Memorial Scholarship Fund. This year's
$3,000 was awarded to Craig Johnson, Jill
R. St. Jean and Katherine G. Auger.
Captain Donald Folsom retired after serving
for 28 years, but remains active within the
Firefighters Association.
Emergency Management
The Emergency Management Plan was chal-
lenged during Hurricane Bob. It proved to
be a sound operating manual. This hurricane
cost the Town of Bedford approx. $21,000,
which has been mitigated with the Federal
Government for reimbursement.
The Emergency Operations Center located in
the basement of the Town Hall is scheduled
to be relocated to the Public Works facility
on Chubbuck Road with enhanced communi-
cations. This move is part of a FEMA grant
program.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
Chief: David C. Bailey
As I reported in 1990, the number of
burglaries rose to their highest level in 20
years. In 1991 the number of home bur-
glaries took a drastic decrease of about 25%,
which is amazing in this depressed economy.
This has to be partially due to our pledge to
make burglary reduction a top priority and
by you, the citizen, calling in suspicious
persons and vehicles. Most other categories
remained the same as last year except motor
vehicle accidents, which also have taken a
drop. We also, fortunately, had no motor
vehicle fatalities in 1991.
Although the statistics overall appeared
steady, we had several violent incidents in
1991 that reminded us that Bedford is not
immune to this type of crime. We had a
home invasion where a woman and her
children were allegedly held hostage at
gunpoint, and in December we had an at-
tempted murder and suicide in a heavily
traveled business parking lot. We were very
lucky that others were not hurt in this trage-
dy.
Underage drinking parties are a major prob-
lem, although we seemed to have slowed
them down. It is illegal to posses alcohol in
the State of New Hampshire if you are under
the age of 21, period! We will continue to
curtail underage drinking vigorously within
the limits of the law as do all surrounding
towns. We have not had an underage alco-
hol related motor vehicle fatality in over
twenty years, and I hope to continue that
streak for many years.
I am asked many times, how's the drug
problem in Bedford? Drug activity in Bed-
ford, in my estimation, is no more, nor is it
less, than any other comparable community.
Beside strong enforcement, we work very
hard on the prevention side, working in
cooperation with the schools on such pro-
grams as DARE. D.A.R.E., which stands
for Drug Abuse Resistance Education, is a
program in which our juvenile officer weekly
teaches a class to fifth graders. It goes
beyond just anti-drug talk. The course
teachers children self-esteem, and problem
solving techniques in dealing with peer
pressure, etc. The money for materials for
the course is raised through donations from
individuals and various service clubs. One
service club in particular, the Optimist Club,
has made funding the DARE program a
priority. Our juvenile officer, David Davi-
son, is also a member of the club. As most
of our officers do not live in Bedford, this is
an excellent way in which to interact with the
citizenry.
Another program in which one of my offi-
cers, Andrew Jackman, works directly with
community members is the Crimeline Pro-
gram. Crimeline is a non-profit group of
Bedford residents who work to raise dona-
tions to pay for the anonymous tips used to
solve crimes.
Both of these officers put in countless hours
of their own time. I wish to publicly thank
them for this, and will continue to encourage
other programs that allow the citizens and
police to interact. I also wish to thank the
entire staff of the Bedford Police Department
for their professionalism and dedication to
the job, and especially to the command staff
and secretary who put in many countless
hours above and beyond what is required.
Finally, I wish to thank all the town
departments and officials for their
cooperation during the years. As always, I
thank you, the citizens for your cooperation
and support throughout the year.
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DEPARTMENT: Bedford Police Activities 1991
Alarms Answered
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LIBRARY




"Books are the carriers of civilization.
Without books, history is silent, literature
dumb, science crippled, thought and specula-
tion at a standstill.
"
"Without books, the development of civiliza-
tion would have been impossible. They are
the engines of change, windows on the
world, 'Lighthouses' (as the poet said) 'erec-
ted in the sea of time.' They are
companions, teachers, magicians, bankers of
the treasures on the mind."
"Books are humanity in print.
Tuchman.
- Barbara
This, we feel, is a library's charge. The
Bedford Public Library provides books and
related materials that will continue the devel-
opment of mankind. The library strives to
offer books and related media on-most
subjects. The greatest need for reference
material this year has come from business
people looking for new jobs. The library
has responded with a new subscription to an
electronic database called Company Profiles.
The profile of a company typically includes
the address, telephone number, business
description, SIC code, number of employees,
revenue, and fiscal year. In addition to
Company Profiles, the library has many
other business directories and investment
resources such as Moody's and Value Line.
Numerous career guides and resume books
are available in the circulating collection.
Another subject of enormous interest is post
high school education. The reference and
circulating collections offer a wide array of
directories and guides.
The library sponsored two public seminars
this year for job hunters and students seeking
financial aid for education.
Students of all ages make lively use of the
Infotrac Magazine Index and the microfiche
reader/printer. Back issues from 1984 of
twenty-seven magazine titles are available on
microfiche. The reference librarian assists
patrons in printing free copies of microfiche
articles.
This year the library has reached out to the
local nursing homes. Book collections are
sent to Briston Manor West. Residents of
nursing homes are brought to the library
monthly to select their own materials.
The Children's Department has promoted
multi-cultural awareness with a bilingual
storytime in French/English; book displays;
storytimes featuring folktales from around
the world; and programs celebrating ethnic
customs, including a demonstration of
Navajo Indian weaving and a pasta-making
workshop paired with a reading of Tome
DePaola's original Italian folktale "Strega
Nona."
To provide good service, a library must have
good staff. We pride ourselves on our
Bedford Library staff. There have been
several changes this year. We were sorry to
accept the resignations of both Terry Trott
and Mary Edwards. Together, they did an
excellent job staffing the reference section.
A milestone occurred in June when we hired
Susan Rotch as Bedford's first full time
reference librarian. Susan holds a B. A.
from Connecticut College and a Masters of
Library Science from the University of
Rhode Island. She lives in Amherst with her
husband, Peter, a daughter, Heather, and a
son, Duncan.
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The Reverend James Scotland, our Trustee
Chairman, moved to Pennsylvania at the end
of September. It was with deep regret that
the Library Trustees accepted his resigna-
tion. Jim not only served several terms at
the Bedford Public Library, but he also
served as State President of the New Hamp-
shire Library Trustees. The Bedford Town
Council appointed Mr. Parsons Richmond to
fill the vacancy until next town election in
March of 1992. Mr. Richmond has been a
volunteer at the Bedford Library for ten
years.
The professionalism of the staff is enhanced
by continuing involvement in the greater
library community. The Library Director,
Fran Wiggin, serves as Chairperson of the
Hillstown Cooperative and is Membership
Chair of the New Hampshire Library
Association. Becky Schulz, Children's
Librarian, is a member of CHILIS, a divi-
sion of the NHLA for children's librarians.
She also serves on two committees for
CHILIS — the Summer Reading Program
Committee and the Great Stone Face Book
Award Committee, set up to administer and
promote New Hampshire's yearly children's
book award. Reference Librarian, Susan
Rotch, and Joanne Bossert, Circulation,
serve on an Interlibrary Loan Committee;
while the Library Technicians, Arlene
Ackerson and Brynn Rehnborg, participate in
Technical Services committees.
This fall, Fran Wiggin was the recipient of
the Dorothy M. Little Award for Library
Excellence. This award is presented by the
New Hampshire Library Trustees
Association in recognition for outstanding
library service in the community and
throughout the state. In presenting the
award, Jane Green of the NHLTA, alluded
to Mrs. Wiggin' s "effectiveness as an organ-
izer, administrator and forward-looking
librarian." She went on to cite the great
amount of time that Mrs. Wiggin "unselfish-
ly devotes to the library associations, coop-
erative efforts and statewide library councils.
Her vision of libraries is not confined to
Bedford - it encompasses the entire state."
We in Bedford are justly proud of Fran!
The children's summer reading program
"Some Enchanted Reading", was the greatest
ever with Bedford children reading over
2,000 books. Other children's programs
offered this year included a holiday program
for over 125 people, co-sponsored with the
Bedford Recreation Department; a magic
show, storytellers and many special theme
programs each month. Programs were
offered and attended by over 1,000 Bedford
children this year. Our weekly storytime
sessions also proved popular with the recent
addition of a very successful two-year old
program. Hats off to Becky Schulz and her
assistant Luci Albertson for the wonder
programming being conducted in the Chil-
dren's Department.
Civic groups continue to support our library.
The Bedford Lion's Club presented the
library with a new flag and flagpole this
year. The Veterans of Foreign Wars and
Bedford Rotary Club have also made
contributions along with many generous
individuals.
Last, but not least, a big "Thank You" to the
Friends of the Bedford Library and to the
staff and volunteers for their untiring efforts
toward making the Bedford Library a neces-
sary, vital place in our community.
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BEDFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY
Regular Account















Transfer to Benefit Expense 3,203.60
Bank Charges 13.00
Subtotal 1991 Expenses $78,931.61
TOTAL EXPENSES $272,191.68
Cash on Hand 12/31/91 20.99






Cash on Hand 1/1/91 $14.00
INCOME
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LIBRARY STATISTICS
Books on Accession 12/31/90
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VOLUNTARY RECYCLING
COMMITTEE
Chairpersons: Debby Molano, Dennis
Grimes
The Bedford Voluntary Recycling Committee
is appreciative of the tremendous recycling
efforts of Bedford residents this past year.
There have been substantial increases in the
quantities of all recyclables collected from
last year. Last June, residents supported a
very successful household hazardous waste
collection day that was partially funded by a
grant from the State.
In addition to green, brown and clear glass,
aluminum cans, tin, tires, motor oil, card-
board and newspapers, the recycling center
at the Landfill added other recyclable materi-
als this past year. First, a Goodwill box that
is filled weekly with clothing, textiles or
small household items was added. In addi-
tion to auto batteries, we now accept house-
hold batteries for reuse. Finally, a "swap
box" was started to offer residents yet anoth-
er avenue for diverting items destined for the
landfill. Reusable household articles such as
bikes and lawn mowers are left and available
for the taking in this designated area. The
continuation of this will be evaluated at
future intervals.
We saw the market for plastics change creat-
ing a need to now separate plastics according
to their types. Number 1, 2, and old milk
jugs are now separated by residents at the
site.
Our newspapers are presently being shredded
by a local farmer for animal bedding. For
this reason, newspapers need to be brought,
in paper bags, to the receptacle.
The recycling area also saw improvements in
its appearance this year. New signs designat-
ing the different collection bins were hung.
The signs were generously donated by the
State's "N. H. The Beautiful" program.
Landfill personnel and volunteer workers are
to be thanked for their continued assistance
to "new" and "old" recyclables and for
maintaining an area that is truly aesthetically
pleasing.
Informative fliers were mailed to every
household last spring to encourage and
educate residents to recycle. Fliers continue
to be available in the Town Office Building.
Also available are the recycling collection
bins for household use at a cost of $4.50.
The Committee looks forward to establishing
a site for composting in the spring and
encourages all residents to compost their
leaves and grass clippings in their own
backyards. This could reduce a household's
generated "garbage" by 12-18% a year.
Although there will not be a household
hazardous waste collection day in 1992,
residents can do much to stop the disposal of
toxic materials in the Landfill. Choosing
products that are not harmful to the environ-
ment is a start. Using latex paints is recom-
mended as leftover paint can be allowed to
dry out in its container and then safely dis-
posed of in the Landfill. Use up paint thin-
ner and similar items before disposing of the
containers.
We challenge and encourage you to purchase
items packaged in recyclable materials and
products made from recycled materials.
Figures show that by December, 1991, the
recycling project has created almost $47,500
net savings for the Town. 1,300 tons of
recyclables as well as 7,000 gallons of oil
had been collected. This is an increased of
15% from 1990. Since the Town estimates
that it costs $55 to dispose of one ton of
garbage, the cost avoidance for 1300 tons is
$71,500. The income gained from markets
for the recyclables is $11,000, while the cost
of getting the recyclables to the market is
$35,000, of which $4,000 is for the disposal
of tires. Thus, the net savings to the Town
is $47,500. The tonnage figures demonstrate
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that we have greatly reduced the Landfill's
waste stream and have therefore increased
the longevity of the Landfill through the
efforts of individuals like yourself.
Frequent meetings have been held, speakers
have been heard, and a tremendous amount
of research has been conducted by the
faithful, hardworking Committee members
listed below. The results could never have
been accomplished without Town employee
Stephen Crean and all of his efforts and
follow through. We sincerely thank him and
the Bedford Town Council for their
continued support. We look forward to














Fire Warden: Ralph M. Wiggin
1991 was a very dry and busy year for the
New Hampshire Forest Fire Service as well
as local fire departments as shown by the in-
crease in the number of fires. Our three
major causes of fires in 1991 were non-
permit, children, and smoking materials.
Four hundred and fifty wildland fires in New
Hampshire burned approximately 150 acres
for an average fire size of one-third acre.
Primarily, the local fire department is
responsible for extinguishing these fires.
Keeping the average fire size this small is a
tribute to early detection by citizens, our fire
tower lookout system, and the quick re-
sponse of our trained local fire departments.
*2Efc
In every municipality, there is a Forest Fire
Warden, and several Deputy Wardens that
are responsible for directing suppression
action on wildland fires. They work with
other fire department members under the
direction of the N. H. Forest Fire Service to
make sure that all fire personnel are properly
trained and equipped for suppressing wild-
land fires. Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy
Wardens receive specialized training each
year from the N. H. Forest Fire Service to
keep their skill level and knowledge of forest
fire laws up to date.
The local Warden and selected Deputy
Wardens are also responsible for issuing
burning permits for any open burning that is
to be done in their community. In New
Hampshire, any open burning, except when
the ground is completely covered with snow,
requires a written fire permit prior to lighting
the fire. Before doing any open burning, it
is recommended that you contact your local
fire department to see if a permit is required
and to save your community the cost of
sending fire equipment on a false alarm.
Persons violating the permit law (RSA
224:27) are guilty of a misdemeanor.
Please help your local Warden and fire
department by requesting a fire permit before
kindling a fire, be understanding if they tell
you it is not a safe day to burn, and help
keep New Hampshire green! Thank you for
being fire safe.
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Director: Edward S. Kelly, RE.
The most important milestone in the Depart-
ment occurred in February when the High-
way Division began functionally using the
new Town Maintenance Facility (TMF) on
Chubbuck Road. The facility was operation-
al within a week of the original construction
schedule established by Pro-Con, Inc. of
Hooksett, the General Contractor for the
11,000 square foot building.
The Department is comprised of four (4)
Divisions: Administrative, Highways (traffic
and street maintenance), Solid Waste (landfill
and recycling), and Wastewater (sanitary
sewers).
The Department currently consists of 20 full-
time, 3 part-time, and 1 seasonal employees.
HIGHWAY DIVISION
Paul Belanger, Superintendent
During 1991, the Highway Division tended
to 24 snow/ice storms of various degrees of
intensity. In response to Budget restraints, it
is anticipated to use less contract equipment
for snow removal during the coming year.
In addition to maintaining the (accepted)
Town streets and roads, the Division was
also responsible for the winter maintenance
of the other public facilities including the
Schools, Library, Fire Station, Police Station
and Town Office Building.
The list of prepared road projects for 1991
amounted to 38,310 linear feet of streets and
roads that were resurfaced and/or rehabilitat-
ed. The majority of the work was accom-
plished with Town labor and equipment
while some of the work was done with local
contractors. Two crews were (again) estab-
lished and assigned projects with given target
dates set by an established schedule (Gantt
Chart).
The streets and roads worked on for resur-



























The continued implementation of the (UNH)
T2 RSMS (Road Surface Management
System) was not expanded as much as we
had originally anticipated, particularly with
the added duties, of the department's Direc-
tor, as Acting Town Manager for four
months.
In response to the continued economic
recovery in New Hampshire, the request for
road improvement funds will remain at the
same level as in 1990 and 1991.
As mentioned in the 1990 Town Meeting
Report, when the economic climate im-
proves, a major bond program will be
recommended for the rehabilitatioon and
reconstruction of Town roads.
One of the major projects targeted for con-
struction in 1992 is Beals Road.
The UNH Technology Transfer Center (T2)
Vehicular Maintenance program (software)
was supplied to the Town at no cost with
personal instructions provided on the
Durham campus to our staff in August ('91)
for tracking the maintenance of the Highway
Division vehicles and equipment and subse-
quent replacement based the Capital Im-
provement Plan (CIP). The Police Depart-
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ment vehicles will also be tracked for pre-
ventive maintenance for minor and major
repairs.
The previously mentioned CIP is an integral
part of the annual replacement of equipment
for a given cycle pertaining to a given set of
criteria in the Manufacturer's recommenda-
tion. As intended, the preventative mainte-
nance of all vehicles and equipment along
with inventory control of parts, etc. will
enable the Town to remain prudent in it's
replacement policies for vehicles and equip-
ment.
The bottom line expenditure of chemical salt
was held at an appropriated amount due to a
conscious effort to mix and place a 4: 1 to 5:
1
mix of sand/salt, on the streets and roads
during a given storm. The post-storm analy-
sis by the of complaints and the tell-tale
visual impact of not painting the streets
"white" indicates that we are closer to
achieving the medium of satisfying safety
and environmental issues.
The new Emergency Management Center
(EMC) will be constructed on the second
floor at the Town Maintenance Facility with
a 160 square foot addition. After years of
being in the basement of the (old) Town
Hall, being able to improve the operations
was the main objective, while holding the
cost to a minimum (constructing a new
room).
LANDFILL DIVISION
The continued implementation of the pre-
closure plan, as prepared by CMA Engi-
neers, Inc. (Portsmouth) has full-filled it's
purpose of keeping lifts and stages in line
with NH DES regulations, and coupled with
an actual decline in use by private haulers,
the tonnage for 1992 is estimated at 7,000
tons. Overall, this results in an extension of
the landfill available volume which is
presently is estimated to have 2 to 2 1/2
years remaining, based on the current and
projected use.
The recycling program continues to operate
on a voluntary basis and is estimated to have
a rate of approximately 80 percent participa-
tion, for the citizens using the landfill. This
is an estimated 10 percent increase over
1990. The (recycling) program will continue
to be enhanced. Some items recycled
presently, are: aluminum cans, tin cans,
glass, plastic (HPE and PET), newspapers,
cardboard, clothing, household (used) oil and
metal.
In June, there was a Hazardous Waste Day at
the Maintenance Facility. It was well re-
ceived and resulted in a safer environment
with the proper disposal of hazardous wastes.
The access road (at the landfill) was relocat-
ed in September to provide for lifts 1 & 2 of
stage 2 of the Pre-Closure Solid Waste
Management Plan.
Town Council voted in November to enter
into a phase II Contract Agreement with
CMA Engineers for the preliminary closure
plan in response to our continued proactive
stance on the eventual landfill closure.
The monitoring of the on-site wells continues
with the results within the accepted standards
established by EPA (Environmental Protec-
tion Agency).
Implementation of curbside pick-up and
disposal with recycling continues to be
evaluated, and is now targeted for implemen-
tation in the fourth quarter of 1993.
WASTEWATER DIVISION
Stephen R. Crean, Superintendent
The major project in sanitary sewer construc-
tion occurred in August ('91) with the award
of Contract "3" to Park Construction, Inc.
(Fitzwilliams, NH) for the Merrimack River
Interceptor (MRI) from the existing siphon
station (located at 1-293 and the Merrimack
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River) South to Moore's Crossing. Due to
easement negotiations and the American
Bald-Eagle issue, the project was late in
getting started but is currently 84 percent
completed with the completion targeted for
June of 1992.
Contract "3A" (from Moore's Crossing
South to the Town line) is targeted for Corps
of Engineers approval early in 1992, with
easement negotiations to follow. The
prequalification of contractors has com-
menced and once the easements are obtained,
the project will be let out for competitive
bidding. A decision by Town Council will
determine whether we proceed with construc-
tion in 1992 or delay until the 1993 construc-
tion season.
After Town Office Building clean-up, truck leaves for the landfill
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Town of Bedford, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Bedford, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1990, we considered the
Town's internal control structure to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal
control structure.
However, during our audit we became aware of several matters that are opportunities
for strengthening internal controls and operating efficiency. The memorandum that accompa-
nies this letter summarizes our comments and suggestions regarding those matters. We previ-
ously reported on the Town's internal control structure in our report dated January 25, 1991.
This letter does not affect that report or our report on the general purpose financial statements
dated January 25, 1991.
We are available to discuss these comments and suggestions in detail should you so
desire.
CURRENT COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
RECORDING OF BUDGET
As in our prior year's audit, we noted that the budget amounts carried in the Town's
budgetary reporting system did not reflect budgetary adjustments made by the Department of
Revenue Administration (DRA) at the time the tax rate was set. The original amounts entered
on the system represented the original budget adopted at the budgetary Town meeting.
Although the changes were not significant to the overall budget, the budget carried for
estimated revenues and appropriations should reflect the budget amounts used in arriving at the
official tax rate. These major changes were to estimated state revenues, use of fund balance
and the addition of the overlay balance.
We again recommend that any adjustments to the budget made in finalizing the tax rate
be reflected in the Town's system once the tax rate is set.
Town Response
While the amounts reported did not match changes made by the Department of Revenue
Administration (DRA) at the time the tax rate was set, this did not affect the final outcome
since the information was provided by DRA.
CAPITAL RESERVE WITHDRAWALS
The Town Council, as provided by the charter, has the authority to appropriate funds
from the Town's capital reserve funds for the purchase of equipment. As during 1989, one
such appropriation occurred during the current year. The expenditure for the equipment was
netted with the revenue from the capital reserve transfer. Consequently, the transaction was
not properly recorded in the accounting system.
Transactions of this type should be added to the budget as a estimated revenue (transfer
from a capital reserve fund) and appropriation. The actual transaction would then be reflected
as a revenue and expenditure against these accounts.
Town Response
Proper recording of the capital reserve transaction was discussed prior to its comple-
tion.
PRIOR COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
BUDGETING - OTHER FUNDS
In prior commentary letters, we have reported that the Town's budgeting for its funds
other than general fund reported to the Department of Revenue Administration did not proper-
ly reflect the intent of Town Officials. The end result was that the improper budgeting of
estimated revenues and appropriations for these other funds inadvertently affected the amount
of taxes raised in the general fund.
As part of our current audit, we reviewed the tax rate forms submitted for the 1990 tax
rate. Our review disclosed that the current information presented to the Department of Reve-
nue Administration was correct.
PAYROLL PROCEDURES
PERSONNEL FILES
Our previous commentary letters have discussed the inadequacy of the documentation
of pay rates and authorizations for pay rate changes in individual personnel files of Town
employees.
Our current audit disclosed that the Town has implemented our prior recommendation
by placing documentation of pay rates in individual personnel files.
FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT FORMS
Our prior audit disclosed that with the exception of the police department, the Town
was not requiring new employees to complete 1-9 forms as required by federal regulations
which is required for employees hired after November 1, 1986.
Our current audit disclosed that for those employees hired during the year, the Town
had complied with the federal regulations.
3.
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Town of Bedford, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Bedford, New Hampshire for
the year ended December 31, 1990, and have issued our report thereon dated January 25,
1991.
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the Town of Bed-
ford, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1990, we considered its internal
control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing
our opinion on the financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control
structure.
The management of the Town of Bedford, New Hampshire is responsible for establish-
ing and maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and
judgments by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of
internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control struc-
ture are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are
safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are execut-
ed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the prepa-
ration of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may
nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to
future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes
in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of polices and procedures
may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control struc-




Expenditures for goods and services
and accounts payable
Payroll and related liabilities
Debt and debt service expenditures
For all of the control categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the
design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and
we assessed control risk.
4.
We noted a matter involving the internal control structure that we consider to be a
reportable condition under standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. Reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to signifi-
cant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control structure that could, in our
judgment, adversely affect the Town's ability to record, process, summarize, and report finan-
cial data consistent with the assertions of Town officials in the financial statements.
A material weakness is a condition in which the design or operation of the specific
internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors
or irregularities in amounts that would be material to the financial statement may occur and not
be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their
assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all
matters in the internal control structure that might be reportable conditions and accordingly,
would not necessarily disclose all conditions that are considered to be material weaknesses as
defined above. However, we noted the following reportable conditions that we believe to be
material weaknesses.
GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Our previous audit disclosed that the Town's general ledger accounting system was
used to record cash receipts and disbursements. The system's capability for maintaining
balance sheet accounts, an integral element in insuring the integrity of the system's financial
data, was not fully and properly used.
In performing our current audit, we found that the situation encountered in the 1989
audit was essentially unchanged at the end of 1990. Although balance sheet accounts were
used by the Town during the year, year end balances were materially incorrect. Substantial
additional analysis, in excess if what would normally be required as part of an audit, was
required to determine what the proper balances should have been at year end. As a result,
numerous adjustments were required to bring the Town's balances to the final year end general
ledger balances.
The results of our audit indicate that the various journals and monthly reports generated
by the accounting system may not have been reviewed for proprietary and reasonableness.
We believe that monthly review of financial reports by supervisory personnel is impera-
tive to sound financial controls. The lack of timely supervisory review of the system's gener-
ated financial reports contributed to the matters discussed in the following comments.
Town Response
While some progress was made in implementing the general ledger system during
1990, there were several areas which did not receive the appropriate attention. In general,
internal control procedures and structures have been put in place to ensure that crucial aspects




Our review of the general ledger trial balance provided to us at the outset of our audit
indicated that it was "out of balance" by a significant amount. The circumstances that caused
the problem occurred in May 1990. Town personnel wei t not aware of the problem until it
was noted in the early stages of the audit.
Implication
In a double entry accounting system, total debits must always equal total credits. The
integrity of any data within the entire trial balance can not be assured when an "out of balance"
situation exists.
Recommendation
We recommend that as a part of the monthly recording and posting process, the sum of
the debits and credits within the general ledger be verified. This periodic check will immedi-
ately bring to light a problem in the month when it occurs, allowing for timely correction.
Town Response
At the end of each month, the trial balance is examined to determine that it is "in
balance." Interfund transaction accounts are checked for consistency. Regular review of this
document and timely action, if needed, will prevent an "out of balance" condition from being
undiscovered or unresolved.
RECONCILIATION OF GENERAL LEDGER TO SUPPORTING RECORDS
Observation
Two key balance sheet accounts of the Town are cash and taxes receivable. The bal-
ances in these accounts were not analyzed and reconciled to the balances maintained in the
supporting records of the Treasurer and the Tax Collector.
Implication
The activity that flows through the accounts mentioned above represents a substantial
portion of the Town's overall activity. If the general ledger balances that result from the
posting of receipts and payments is not reconciled to the Treasurer's cash balance and Tax
Collector's balances, there is no procedure in place to insure that all activity is properly re-
corded.
Recommendation
We recommend that as part of the monthly closing process, the balances and financial
activity in the general ledger cash account and taxes receivable account be compared to the
Treasurer's and Tax Collector's records. This procedure will provide greater assurance that




As entries to the general ledger are made, they are compared to figures in reports from
the subsidiary systems. Any variance is investigated and resolved. Examinations are routinely
made at the end of each month. At this time, general ledger cash accounts are reconciled to
the balance maintained by the Town's Treasurer. Taxes receivable are reconciled to the Tax
Collector's records at the close of each calendar quarter.
DUPLICATE POSTINGS
Observation
We noted several instances where monthly activity, particularly in the accounts payable
and landfill revenue area, were posted twice to the general ledger.
Implication
The duplicate posting of monthly activity resulted in the general ledger carrying inaccu-
rate account balances for most of the year. Revenue and expenditure accounts were affected
by the duplicate postings as well as balance sheet accounts.
These duplicate postings were not identified or reconciled until they were discovered
during the audit. As a result, the unexpended balances of various appropriations as indicated
in the year end appropriation reports were not accurate.
The results of the landfill fund, as indicated on that fund's general ledger, were not
accurate as certain revenues attributed to the fund were posted twice.
Recommendation
We recommend that once all monthly activity is posted, the general ledger be reviewed
to determine that postings from various interactive journals are proper and not in duplicate.
The cause of the 1990 duplicate postings should be investigated in order to determine that the
situation was not a result of a programming or software malfunction.
With regard to the specific accounts mentioned, the control account balances of ac-
counts payable and landfill receivables should be reconciled with the subsidiary ledgers.
Should a duplicate posting occur, this reconciliation will bring it to the attention of the Finance
Director for follow-up action.
Town Response
Appropriation and revenue reports are compared to the general ledger on a monthly
basis. Any variance is investigated and corrective action taken as appropriate.
POSTING OF RECEIPTS
Observation
During the course of our audit we noted several day's cash receipts of the Town
Clerk/Tax Collector were not posted to the general ledger. In addition, we noted numerous
instances where revenues were posted to the incorrect general ledger accounts.
Implication
The non-posting of daily cash receipts results in the understatement of cash receipts and
revenues. In addition, this situation creates an understatement in the cash balance reflected on
the Town's books. Consequently, had Town personnel reconciled to its cash balance with the
Treasurer on a monthly basis, the error would have been discovered.
Improper posting (classification) of receipts will create unusual fluctuations or vari-
ances within revenue accounts. The primary example of improper posting during the year was
that current use tax receipts were posted to the sewer revenue account. Only after substantial
analysis and review during our audit were we able to identify this situation.
Recommendation
The monthly reconciliation to the Treasurer and Tax Collector, by Town personnel
discussed in a prior recommendation, would bring to light any non-posting or posting errors as
part of the month end closing. In addition, a comparison of the number of days for which
receipts are posted during the month to the number of business days during that month would
point out any days not posted.
The postings made to the various revenue accounts should be reviewed by a supervisory
individual at the conclusion of the month. Relating the current month's posting to the pattern
and amount of previous months postings would likely point out any unusual postings to the
account. A follow-up could then be made to verify the accuracy of any unusual amounts.
Town Response
At the close of each month, posted revenues are compared to the records of the Treas-
urer and Town Clerk/Tax Collector. Since there may be a short lag in reporting of receipts
from the Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Office, any remaining daily cash receipts reports are
requested at the time of monthly closing. Any variances between postings and the records of
the Treasurer of Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Office are reconciled and any corrective action,
if necessary, is taken.
WITHHOLDING ACCOUNTS
Observation
The majority of balances in the various payroll related withholding balance sheet
accounts were not properly stated at year end. These account balances, at month end, should
represent unremitted withholdings from payroll.
8.
Implication
These balances are not monitored on a monthly basis in order to determine that tax
payments are properly posted during the ensuing month. As a result, the liabilities became
improperly stated and required substantial analysis and adjustment to bring them into their
proper balance.
Recommendation
We recommend that these accounts be closely monitored on a monthly basis. At the
end of each month, the balance in the general ledger should be reviewed to determine that the
liability is properly stated based on the actual amounts of unremitted payroll withholdings on
hand.
Town Response
Withholding and accrual accounts, used primarily to account for the cost of fringe
benefits, are examined on a monthly basis. Any postings which appear to be unusual are
investigated. Proper accrual and withholding rates and codes have been verified in the ac-
counting software.
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We also noted other matters involving the internal control structure and its operation
that we have reported to the Town Council and the management of the Town of Bedford, New
Hampshire, in a separate letter dated January 25, 1991.
This report is intended for the information of the Town Council and the management
of the Town of Bedford, New Hampshire. This restriction is not intended to limit the distribu-
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Town of Bedford, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Bedford, New Hampshire for
the year ended December 31, 1991, and have issued our report thereon dated February 7,
1992.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,
Government Auditing Standards , issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and
the provisions of Office of Management and Budget Circular A- 128, "Audits of State and
Local Governments". Those standards and OMB Circular A- 128 require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are
free of material misstatement.
The management of the Town of Bedford, New Hampshire, is responsible for establish-
ing and maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and
judgments by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of
internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control struc-
ture are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are
safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are execut-
ed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the prepa-
ration of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may
nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to
future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes
in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of polices and procedures
may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control struc-




Expenditures for goods and services
and accounts payable
Payroll and related liabilities
Debt and debt service expenditures
For all of the control categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the
design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and
we assessed control risk.
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We noted certain matters involving the internal control structure that we consider to be
reportable conditions under standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. Reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to signifi-
cant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control structure that could, in our
judgment, adversely affect the Town's ability to record, process, summarize, and report finan-
cial data consistent with the assertions of Town officials in the financial statements.
OVERVIEW OF GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Our previous audit disclosed that the majority of the balance sheet accounts (assets and
liabilities) of the Town's general ledger accounting system were materially incorrect at the end
of 1990. Our 1990 audit required an extensive amount of additional analysis and adjustments
to bring the accounts to their proper balances.
Our current audit as of December 31, 1991 and for the year then ended showed a sig-
nificant improvement in the year-end condition of the general ledger. We noted that proce-
dures have been implemented to review monthly reports for propriety and reasonableness. As
discussed in our Memorandum of Comments and Recommendations, many of the conditions
observed in the 1990 audit have been corrected and were not observed in the 1991 audit.
The following condition was reported in the 1990 audit and was found to still exist in
1991.
RECONCILIATION OF GENERAL LEDGER TO SUPPORTING RECORDS
Observation
The uncollected balances of the various tax lien accounts were not reconciled to the
year-end balances maintained in the supporting records of the Tax Collector. The differences
noted were the result of posting interest received on these balances against the uncollected
balance.
Implication
As the tax lien accounts were not reconciled to the Tax Collector's uncollected bal-
ances, several adjustments were required to bring the accounts into balance. The misposting
of the interest revenue resulted in an understatement of the revenue account "interest on
taxes".
Recommendation
We recommend that the uncollected balances of all levies be reconciled on a monthly
basis during the year. The tax collection system has the capability to produce monthly open
balance reports that should be used in the reconciliation process. Also, in recording cash
receipts, any interest amounts received on tax lien accounts should be posted to the revenue
account. This allocation is made by the tax collector on the monthly remittance reports.
Town Response
During 1991, effort was directed at correctly recording lien receipts against the appro-
priate year's receivable balance. For 1992, the Finance Director and Town Clerk/Tax Collec-
tor have devised a system that will provide the full breakdown, including the original amount
of the lien, costs, and interest. This enables the correct recording of lien redemption activity,
and prevents underestimation of the revenue from interest and penalties on taxes.
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A material weakness is a condition in which the design or operation of the specific
internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors
or irregularities in amounts that would be material to the financial statement may occur and not
be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their
assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all
matters in the internal control structure that might be reportable conditions and accordingly,
would not necessarily disclose all conditions that are considered to be material weaknesses as
defined above. However, we do not believe the reportable condition described above is a
material weakness.
We also noted other matters involving the internal control structure and its operation
that we have reported to the Town Council and the management of the Town of Bedford, New
Hampshire, in a separate letter dated February 7, 1992.
This report is intended for the information of the Town Council and the management
of the Town of Bedford, New Hampshire. This restriction is not intended to limit the distribu-
tion of this report, which is a matter of public record.
Town Council
Town of Bedford, New Hampshire February 7, 1992
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Bedford, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1991, we considered the
Town's internal control structure to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal
control structure.
However, during our audit we became aware of several matters that are opportunities
for strengthening internal controls and operating efficiency. The memorandum that accompa-
nies this letter summarizes our comments and suggestions regarding those matters. We previ-
ously reported on the Town's internal control structure in our report dated February 7, 1992.
This letter does not affect that report or our report on the general purpose financial statements
dated February 7, 1992.




RESOLUTION OF PRIOR FINDINGS
The following issues were reported in our report on the Town's internal control struc-
ture at December 31, 1990. We are pleased to report that the following conditions were re-
solved during the current audit period. We commend Town personnel for their efforts.
TRIAL BALANCE
In our 1990 report on the internal control structure, we reported that the Town's gener-
al ledger had been "out of balance" by a significant dollar amount for several months. We
further reported that this condition was not noted until the audit commenced.
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We noted that as part of the monthly closing procedures implemented during 1991, a
routine determination is made that the system is in balance. We are not aware of any "out of
balance" situations during the year.
RECONCILIATION OF CASH BALANCE TO TREASURER
We had previously reported that in 1990, the general ledger balance was not in agree-
ment with the Treasurer's cash balance. As periodic reconciliations were not done, the integ-
rity of the accounting systems's financial data was not certain.
Early in 1991, procedures for performing this critically important reconciliation were
devised and implemented. The procedures, preformed monthly, provide for identification of
any differences that may exist and prompt adjustment of those differences, as required.
As a large percentage of the Town's transactions are recorded on a cash basis, this
reconciliation serves to maintain the integrity of the financial data reported in the general
ledger.
DUPLICATE POSTINGS
During 1990 we noted numerous duplicate postings of monthly activity, particularly in
the accounts payable and landfill area. This condition resulted in inaccurate year-end revenue
and appropriation reports at the end of 1990.
As discussed under the comment regarding the trial balance, month-end procedures
instituted during 1991 would detect this situation should it occur. Changes in the data process-
ing procedures prevented such duplicate postings from occurring during 1991.
POSTING OF RECEIPTS
During 1990, several day's cash receipts (bank deposits) originating from the Town
Clerk/Tax Collector were not recorded in the general ledger.
Revised procedures implemented during 1991, namely the reconciliation of the general
ledger cash balance to the Treasurer, prevented the recurrence of this problem.
WITHHOLDING AND OTHER PAYROLL RELATED ACCOUNTS
Our 1990 audit disclosed that the majority of balances in the various payroll related and
withholding and accrual accounts were not properly stated at year end.
During 1991, we noted that these balances are reviewed for reasonableness after the
monthly processing is completed. Our audit of these balances indicated that they were moni-
tored, as only several of the accounts required minor adjustments to bring them to the appro-
priate balance. This represents a significant improvement from the condition noted in 1990.
CURRENT COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
RECORDING OF BUDGET
Several revenue budget amounts carried in the Town's budgetary reporting system did
not agree with those used by the Department of Revenue Administration (DRA) in setting the
tax rate.
Although the differences were not significant to the overall budget, the budget carried
for estimated revenues and appropriations should reflect the budget amounts used in arriving at
the official tax rate. The affected revenue budgetary accounts were state revenue sharing and
property taxes. The differences resulted from improper allocations of the business profits tax
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reimbursement and not including the effect of overlay on property taxes to be raised. These
budgetary allocations affect amounts on the Town's internal reports only and have no impact
on the actual tax rate.
We recommend that the allocations described above be reconciled to the information
contained in the tax rate forms. Also, the amount of taxes raised to provide for abatements
and refunds (overlay) should be included as part of budgeted taxes and set up as budgetary
account in the appropriation report.
Town Response
Revisions in revenue estimates, reflecting those used in setting the tax rate, will be
recorded in addition to the original estimates presented at the time of budget approval.
BUDGETING - OTHER FUNDS
COMPENSATION ADJUSTMENTS
The budgeted amount for salary increases for all of the Town's funds were budgeted
within the general fund budget. In effect this results in a budgeted general fund "subsidy" for
the fund in which the salaries are ultimately recorded. The funds primarily affected are the
sewer and landfill funds.
If it is the intent of the Town that these other funds be self-supporting, the budgeted
salary increases should be included within the budget of the other funds. Otherwise, the tax
rate setting procedures result in taxes being raised for the "self-supporting" fund.
Town Response
Compensation adjustments, effective January 1, 1992, are funded from each individual
fund. No additional action is needed.
LANDFILL FUND DEFICITS
The Town created, for accounting purposes, a separate fund to account for it's landfill
activity beginning in 1990. The fund was set up to be self-supporting with revenues coming
from fees collected at the landfill.
During 1990, the first year of operations, the landfill fund required a transfer from the
general fund in the amount of $39,000 to cover the year's operating deficit. At the end of
1991, a similar transfer in the amount of $123,000 was required to offset the 1991 deficit.
These unanticipated transfers have reduced the general fund balance (surplus) by the indicated
amounts.
The purpose of this comment is to address the issue of whether the landfill fund as it
currently operates can operate as a self-supporting fund. If after considering all available
actions, it is determined that self-sufficiency cannot be achieved, the Town may wish to recon-
sider separate fund treatment and consolidate the landfill activity in the Town's general fund as
a department of the Town.
Town Response
The issues of this fund's operating deficits, revenue generation, remaining capacity,
and the costs and financing of the landfill's eventual closure are all directly linked. No final
decision has been made by the Council about the direction to be taken with the landfill. As a
result, the Council temporarily has chosen to offset operating shortfalls in the landfill fund
through use of general fund balance.
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SEWER FUND CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
We noted that the Sewer fund has a certificate of deposit at year end in excess of feder-
al depository insurance. In order to maximize the safety of all Town funds, consideration
should be given to splitting up these funds in a manner in which the full amount of the funds
are insured.
Town Response
The certificate exceeded $100,000 as a result of earnings, and will be adjusted to
ensure that all funds fall within FDIC depository coverage limits.
FILING OF INFORMATION RETURNS
Governmental units issuing debt such as tax or bond anticipation notes or lease financ-
ing agreements must report these tax exempt debt issuances with the Internal Revenue Service.
The form 8038-G must be filed 45 days after the end of the calendar quarter in which the debt
was issued.
In April, 1991, the Town issued a tax anticipation note for which filing of a return was
required. During our audit we inquired as to whether the return was filed. After the director
of finance had contacted the bank that issued the note, it was determined that the return had
not been filed. The return was filed, as soon as the discovery was made, in February, 1992.
It is possible that the Internal Revenue Service may request an explanation as to the reason for
the late filing.
In many instances, the financial institution issuing the debt will file the return, as has
been the Town's experience in the past. In this instance, due to a change in banks, the re-
sponsibility for filing the return was the with the Town. The ultimate responsibility for ensur-
ing that the returns are filed rests with Town officials.
Town Response
The filing of these returns had not previously been the responsibility of the Finance
Department, but is now, and future returns will be handled accordingly.
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- IN AN EMERGENCY -
To Report a Fire or Rescue To Call Police
472 exchange ONLY: 9-1-1
All other telephones: 472-3311 All other telephones: 472-5111
Fire Station Police Station
10 Meeetinghouse Road 18 North Amherst Road
Office Hours 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Non Emergency 472-51 13
Business Phone 472-3219
TOWN OFFICE BUILDING
24 North Amherst Road
Hours: Monday through Friday, 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM
Town Clerk/Tax Collector
472-3550
Open Wednesday evenings until 7:30 PM
Monday through Friday 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
Assessor
472-5242
Open Wednesday evenings until 7:30 PM
Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Office hours 8 AM to 4:30 PM Monday through Friday
Office: 24 North Amherst Road 472-3070
Garage: Chubbuck Road 472-3070
Landfill Hours
Closed Monday - Tuesday through Saturday 8:30 AM to 5 PM
LIBRARY HOURS
Monday through Thursday 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Saturday 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Sunday 12 to 2 PM (courtesy of volunteers)
3 Meetinghouse Road 472-3023
SCHOOLS
Peter Woodbury School Memorial School McKelvie Middle School
180 County Road 55 Old Bedford Road 108 Liberty Hill Road
622-0431 627-1776 472-3951

